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ABSTRACT

This study addresses the adjustment issues of international students studying in

Canadian universities. The study explored the relationship between personal and external

resources of international students and external demands they experience. When the

external demand is continually greater than both the personal and extemal resources that

the intemational students possess, those challenges become their diffrculties and

problems. When those difficulties or problems persist, stress is created that affects the

balance of their lives. Manifestation of stress will negatively affect the mental health of

international students. In order to help international students weather these challenges

more effectivel¡ the author suggests that counsellors help international students work on

expanding their personal resources, developing their extemal resources and lessening the

extemal demands in order to bring a state ofbalance in their lives.

A support group was considered to be an effectively way to help address the

above issues. The major purpose of the goup was to help international students process

their adjustment experiences and access their acquired strenglhs, in order to alleviate their

adjustment stress and increase their confidence in their ability to cope. Results indicated

that international students found the group was helpful in terms of feeling more in control

of their experiences and more confident to cope. They also learned some new ways of

coping from each other.
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CIIAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Even though this is my eighth year as an international student in Canada, I feel

that I am still in the process of adaptation. There have been many positive and desirable

experiences and, conversely, some experiences that were not so. I agree with Bochner's

(1912; Furnham & Bochner, 1986) Culture Learning Model that the major task of an

intemational student is not to adjust to a new culture but to learn its salient

characteristics. It is these leamed social skills that will help the international student live

and study more effectively in the new culture.

Universities and colleges offer a range of activities to aid the transition of

international students and the U of M is no different in this regard. I experienced many

helpful educational programming activities, including orientations, cross-cultural

workshops, social events, monthly newsleffers and sessions on topics such as income tax,

job search, immigration policies, and other relevant issues offered by the lnternational

Centre for Students (ICS) at the University of Manitoba. However, there was really no

program offering continuing support to new international students focusing more on their

psychological needs during the process of adaptation and adjustment.

Since I had experienced these challenges first hand, I felt that a program was

needed to help ease the pains and frustrations that come with the settling-in process. In

addition, those programs should also help students to access the acquired strengths and

resources that they themselves might overlook. In this practicum, the focus of the study

was the design of an on-going support program for international students that would

focus more on drawing from the resources of the students themselves rather than a uni



2.

directional, didactic, giver and receiver model. Participants, it was hoped, would share

both their desirable and less desirable experiences, and also share their ways of coping.

By sharing and listening, they would help each other process their experiences and

related feelings, and also generate new ways of coping.

1.1 Objectives

The objectives of this practicum were to:

1. Identiff both the desirable and less desirable experiences international students

face in their adaptation and adjustment to a new country.

Design and implement a on-going support goup that would address their

experiences and related feelings.

Assess the outcome of the group process

Recommend appropriate practices to be implemented for future international

students.

1.2 Limitations of the study

There are limitations to this study and the results of the study may be biased.

Although I am now a Canadian citizen,I am also a student who came from a foreign

country to study in Canada. My experience of studying and living in Canada is not much

different from that of other international students: I came to Canada by myself; my home

culture is very different from the host culture; and English is my second language.

Therefore, my perception of the situation of intemational students and their particular

needs is subjective. Nevertheless, my background cannot be excluded from any

3.

4.



discussion of the efficacy of this program. It may have helped me underst¿nd the

intemational students'experience at a deeper level and may have positively impacted

their responses to the program I ofFered.

Also, the small sample of the population studied does not allow me to suggest that the

findings were representative of the concems of most international students at the

University of Manitoba. However, those who joined the group appeared to represent a

range of needs and diverse backgrounds; the composition of this group, therefore, could

certainly represent some concerns of international students.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will include a general description of the situation of international

students in Canada, particularly at the University of Manitoba, and a review of the

literature on the cross-cultural adjustment issues of international students. As well, it will

be a review of some authors' ideas or suggestions on counselling with international

students. Finally, some special programs implernented by educational institutions to

address international students' adjustment issues will be reviewed.

Since the general cultures in the United States of America and Canada are similar

and most sources of literature related to international students are from American

publications, I am making an assumption for the purpose of this study that the

experiences and issues of the international students in Canada are similar to those in the

United States of America.

2.2 The Situation of International Students in Canada

2.2.1 Definition of International Students

According to the Canadian Bureau for International Education (CBIE)

(1997), "Intemational students, also refened to as foreign students, are students who are

neither Canadian citizens nor permanent residents of Canada (formerly called landed

immigrants). International students require student authorizations issued by Citizenship

and Immigration Canada, although a small number have special ministerial or diplomatic

permits (p.vi).

4



The terms international students and foreign students will be used interchangeably

in this study.

2.2.2 Globalization

As countries increase intemational trade, more governments are realizing the

importance of education in providing international linkages (CBIE, 1997, Burbules &

Torres, 2000). Therefore, interest in intemational education continues to grow around the

world. There are two ways to achieve this: countries can increase their efforts to attract

increased numbers of international students and can encourage their own students to

study abroad (CBIE, 1997). The four major host countries for international students are

Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States of America (Association of

Universities and College of Canada, 2002a) (AUCC). The largest population of students

studying abroad is Asians (Burbules & Torres,2000)

2.2.3 lnternational Education in Canada

As a result of the global initiatives and the recruitment efforts of Canadian post-

secondary institutions, there is an increasing interest in promoting a global perspective in

Canadian colleges and universities (Arthur, 1997, Tamburri, 1999). As intemational

trade expands, Canadians will also interact with foreign partners in both domestic and

overseas settings. Therefore, educators across Canada need to prepare domestic students

for future work with people whose cultural backgrounds differ from their own (Arthur,

1997). Besides recruiting individual international students, some Canadian universities



are capitalizing on their experiences with student exchange programs and other

intemational projects to bolster their overseas recruitment (Tamburri,1999).

Karen McBride (2002,Introductory Session), AUCC's Director of International

Relations, states the two major reasons Canadian universities are increasing their effiorts

to recruit international students are:

"1. Canadian universities are increasingly looking to internationalize their

campuses and international students play an important role in this regard both in

terms of bringing an intemational perspective and more diversity to the

classroom.

2. lnternational students bring significant economic benefit to Canadian

universities and local communities and are important connections for Canada's

longer-term trade and diplomatic relations."

Moreover, the motivation to recruit international students is also inextricably

linked to shrinking government resources directed to Canadian universities. Recruiting

intemational students is one of the possible ways to secure alternate sources of funding.

(Afhur, 1997).

International student enrolment at Canadian universities reached a peak in 1991-

92 at approximately 37,000. It dropped to a low of approximately 31,000 in 1995-96.

Since then it has gradually increased, but has not yet reached the peak of 1991 (AUCCb,

2002).

In 1998-99, there were 35,556 international students in Canada at the university

level, representing about 4 Yo of total university sfudents (AUCCo,2002). The areas of

origin of intemational students, in descending order, are Asia (38%), Europe (24%),



Africa (16%), United States (11%), Latin America and the Caribbean (10%), and

Australia and New Zealand (l%).The most popular programs of study for undergraduate

international sfudents are commerce, economics, computer science, and elechical

engineering (AUCCd, 2000).

2.2.Alnternational Students at the University of Manitoba

According to the statistics from the University of Manitoba (2001), there were

658 international students at the University in 1989-99, representing3.2 % of the student

body. The eleven major sources of international students were, in descending order,

Malaysia, China, Hong Kong, Saudi Arabia, lndia, United States, Japan, South Korea,

Germany, Libya and Iran.

2.3 Cross-cultural Adjustment Issues

A review of the literature shows that there are a number of factors that are closely

related to the initial adjustment and emotional well-being of international students. In a

foreign culture, international students constantly face new changes and challenges in the

initial adjustment period that create adjustment stress (Adler, 1975; Aubrey, l99l;

Church, I9S2). In the process of'adjustment, they experience "culture shock" (Aubrey,

1991; Church, 1982;V/eaver, 1993), which is a series of psychological and physical

reactions to different stages of adjustment to a new culture.

However, students do not face these challenges in a vacuum. They bring

themselves into the equation - their strengths, including their cultural backgrounds,

personal experiences, personalities, knowledge, abilities, skills and their idiosyncrasies.



These personal factors, mediating all aspects of their adjustment, I will term personal

resources. Some students will be innately equipped better to deal with the inherent

challenges, and not all personal factors are favorable to adjusting to a new culture. I will

term any social supports as external resources. These could serve as complements or

boosters to the personal resources and help international students weather the new

challenges. These supports may vary from inadequate to excellent. I am choosing to call

the challenge posed by the new culture the external demand. In a best-case scenario, the

personal and extemal resources will be equal to the external demand. However, when the

extemal demand is continually greater than both the personal and external resources that

the international students possess, those challenges become their difficulties or problems.

When those difficulties or problems persist or cannot be resolved, stress is created,

affecting the balance of their lives. Manifestations of stress will then negatively affect

the mental health of international students.

2.3.1 Definition of Adjustment

Adjustment has been defined by Berry 0976) as the degree to which one feels

congruent and in harmony with the environment. In the case of international students,

adjustment is likely to involve cognitive, emotional and behavioral changes aimed at

bringing about a better fit with the new extemal setting (Ying and Liese, 1994). Whether

the students feel adjusted to their lives of studying and living in a new country is subject

to their subjective personal rating and their subjective assessment of overall adjustment.



2,3.2 Concept of Culture Shock

According to Weaver (1993), the phrase "culture shock", coined by Cora DuBois in

1951, was first used by anthropologist Kalvero Oberg in 1960, to describe problems of

acculturation and adjustment among Americans who were working on a health project in

Brazil. Oberg viewed culture shock as "an occupational disease", in which people who

work abroad become very anxious when losing all familiar signs and symbols of social

intercourse in a new environment. However, the phrase culture shock is now commonly

used to describe any physical or ernotional discomfort experienced by those adjusting to a

new environment. It is no longer seen as a disease, but as a series of normal reactions, in

the process of adjustment and adaptation, to a new cultural or social environment.

The literature on culture shock defines three basic explanations: the loss of

familiar cues, the breakdown of interpersonal communication, and an identity crisis. All

three disorienting states occur in adjustment to any new environment. Because of

cultural differences, these disorienting states are aggravated in a cross-cultural situation

(Weaver, 1993).

Loss of cu¿s: We are sunounded by thousands of physical and social cues which

have been present since birth and therefore are taken for granted until they are absent.

Behavioral or social cues refer to signs and signals, which provide order in interpersonal

relations. They may be words, gestures, facial expressions, postures, and customs.

Physical cues include objects we have become accustomed to in our home culture which

are changed or missing in a new culture. These familiar cues make us feel comfortable

and make life predictable. When they are absent, we begin to feel uncomfortable,



frustrated, or disoriented (Weaver, 1993). In the process of adjustment, we can learn new

cues and norrns through observation, participation, and explicit communication.

However, leaming by trial-and-error may also lead to adverse consequences and

encounters that may inhibit subsequent interaction (Church, 1982).

Fortunately, most of us will finally adapt to new environments and, in the process,

acquire new skills and ways of looking at the world. As Weaver (1993) points out, it is

not just change that causes stress. Adaptation also produces stress. He also emphasizes

that although pain is involved in the process, we also gain insights and personal growth.

The Breakdown of Communication: A breakdown in communication may

happen when the sender and receiver come from different cultures. A message which is

sent by the sender, with a specific meaning, may be perceived by the receiver as

something completely different. The obvious source of breakdown involves different

languages. However, nonverbal codes are probably even more significant in cross-

cultural communication because these codes are learned implicitly and thus are generally

unconscious.

A breakdown in communication is also a breakdown in interpersonal interaction

and relationship, which is a source of stress. No matter if the communication is on a

conscious or unconscious level, its breakdown causes frustration and anxiety (Weaver,

1993). Laing (1967) also stresses this inability to communicate on an "authentic level"

with others as yet another source of stress.

Again, we take the ability to communicate for granted and seldom are aware that

communication breakdown can cause a lot of pain in human interaction. People going

10



through culture shock are neither aware of what is causing them pain nor why they often

behave in such irrational ways. They have a sense of hopelessness and helplessness. The

situation is controlling them, and unless they understand the process of communication

breakdown, they do not know how to deal with it, how to find alternative ways to behave

or how to develop new coping strategies (Weaver, 1993)

'Weaver (1993) states that this explanation is especially useful for helping visitors

understand the underlying dynamics of culture shock. Furthermore, it suggests that

culture shock is an inevitable but natural process of cross-cultural adjustment which can

be overcome with conscious awareness of the process of communication breakdown and

one's own reaction to it.

An ldentíty Crisís: In order to understand the effect our culture has on our

behavior and personality, Weaver (1993) makes the analogy of culture as a computer

program. Culture shapes our thinking and perception of the information of the world, and

we then produce certain behaviors; it is like a computer program processing an input and

then producing an output. When we enter another culture, the program which has worked

so well since childhood is no longer adequate. This is because the ways in which we

have been programmed by our culture to solve problems or to think no longer work

effectively in another culture. The environment makes new demands upon us. Because

\rye are overwhelmed by lots of stimuli and demands, we will temporarily be very

confused and will not know what to pay attention to or how to solve problems as we

normally do in our home culture. However, this transitional period is very associative or

relational, and finally everything will flow together. This is the time when we begin to

11



see new relationships and new ways of ordering our perceptual and intellectual world.

Therefore, we are gradually expanding our cultural program, image system, and

subjective knowledge structure. As with any other identity crisis, culture shock allows us

to give up an inadequate perceptual and problem-solving system to allow another more

expanded and adequate system to be born. The breakdown of communication becomes

more of a breakthrough to new ways of interacting with others. Weaver (1993) describes

it as a death-rebirth cycle.

As Weaver (1993) points out, there is pain and risk involved in the experience of

culture shock. Some do not want to give up the culture they are familiar with, and some

may never be able to adjust to a new culture. Only those who are able to tolerate the

stress of giving up an inadequate problem-solving system or identity, experience the

inevitable pain involved, and allow themselves to expand their system can gain great

personal growth.

2.3.3 Stages of Culture Shock

Aubrey (1991) discusses the three stages of culture shock international students

experience:

(1) Honeymoon Støge: The newly arrived student is happy to be in a new environment

and finds everything and everyone great and exciting.

(2) Disíllusíonment and Irrìtabílity Støge: A period of increasing disillusionment and

initability will come after the honeymoon stage is gone; nothing feels right and the

host culture is increasingly belittled. Perception of host nationals becomes more

I2



negative; they are now seen as rude, selÊcentered and unavailable. They tend to

withdraw from the mainstream and may seek out fellow nationals.

(3) Partiøl Adjustment: The third stage is one of partial adjustment to the new culture;

some things are accepted, others rejected.

Aubrey (1991) states that stage two may re-occur, especially when earlier angry

feelings have not been worked through.

2.3.4 Personal and External Resources of International Sfudents

There are some internal and external resource factors which are positively related to

international students' initial adjustment and emotional well-being:

(ø) D emo gr øp h íc ch ørøcter ístics:

- Nationality - Church (1982) stated that studies that examine differences in the

adjustrnent of visitors from different nationalities often make references to

"cultural distance". Those who come from a culture similar to the host culture

will adjust to the new environment more easily and quickly since there is a

minimal loss of familiar signs and symbols in the new environment

- Age - Younger students are hypothesized to better adjust because of greater

openness to interacting with the new environment. They are also more ready to

leam new ways of living (Church,1982; Ying & Liese, 1994) .

- Socioeconomic backgrounds (SES) - Students with SES backgrounds that are

similar to those in the host country are hypothesized to experience an easier

l3



transition than students with SES backgrounds that are different (Ying & Liese,

tee4).

þ) Psychologícøl traíts: Brislin (1981) states that psychological traits, rather than cross-

cultural adjustment skills or cultural awareness, may be of primary importance in

determining the success with which one adapts to another culture. Those üaits include

open-mindedness, flexibility, extroversion (Ying & Liese, 1994), and tolerance of

change, ambiguit¡ and unpredictability (Weaver, 1993).

(c) Lønguøge øbìlíty: Language ability is a major resource for positive adjustment.

Students who report superior English reading, speaking, writing and comprehension

ability are better adjusted both academically and socially. However, it is also a subjective

assessment. When international students have selÊconfidence and are able to

successfully interact with the environment, their English language ability will be

perceived as superior (Ying & Liese, 1994).

(d) Fínancíøl resources; Availability of greater financial resources provides a sense of

security and is found to be positively related to adjustment in the host culture (Ying &

Liese, 1994).

(e) Positíve previous cross-cultural experiences: People who have positive previous

cross-cultural experiences have less adjustment difficulties. For example, Americans and

l4



Western Europeans, who have more cross-cultural experiences, are consistently found to

report fewer adjushnent difficulties (Church, IgB2)

fi Pre-arrival prepøratíon ønd ønticípatíon of ø stressful event: Those who report

feeling well prepared for their overseas studies will be better adjusted than those who are

less well prepared (Ying & Liese, 1994). This is perhaps a result of acquiring accurate

information about the host culture and academic setting, developing basic skills or

resources for the new setting or establishing future support networks prior to departure.

No matter how well they prepare physicall¡ if they can anticipate moving to a new

culture as a stressful event and prepare for it psychologically, then their negative

reactions will be less serious (Weaver, 1993).

(g) Socíal Support: While all the above are personal resources, social support is an

external resource. Ying & Liese (1994) have shown that social support plays an

important role in successful adjustment for intemational students. Social support can be

provided by the students' home countries and the host country. When international

students first arrive in a foreign country, their need for help is the greatest but the social

support available to them in the host country may not be readily accessible or adequate.

Therefore, the continuation of old ties from their home countries is particularly important

in the initial stages and can give them comfort and stability. As students form new

relationships in their new environments, their support network will shift from their home

countries to their new countries. The composition of their support network also makes a

big difference to their adjustment. Ethnic social networks have been found to be

15



beneficial for psychological well-being because they provide a sense of security and

facilitate the transition. However, a support network that consists exclusively of fellow

nationals may limit their access to mainstream society and negatively affect their long-

term adjustnent. Friendship formation with host nationals can facilitate understanding

of and entry into the mainstream culture and life, and serves as a mediating function to

better adjustment (Ying & Liese, 1994).

2.3.5 Sources of Stress: Unfavourable Personal Factors and External Demands

As mentioned above, the personal realities of international students could impede

their adjustment in a new culture. Though these may have little impact in their home

countries, they become relatively unhelpful when attempting to meet the demands of the

new culture. Those unfavourable factors could include greater "cultural distance"

(Church, 1.982), differences in SES background, low flexibility and tolerance to change

and ambiguity, incompetence in English, limited financial resources, inaccurate

information about the host country and no anticipation of change when moving to a new

country (Ying & Liese, 1994).

While all students need to adapt to a new educational and social environment

when they enter college or universit¡ intemational students encounter additional

stressors due to the external demands of a new culture and potentially unfavourable

personal factors (Mori, 2000). Combining the ideas of Aubrey (1991), Mori (2000),

Weaver (1993) and Ying & Liese (1994), there are five major areas of difficulties most

international students have identified that constitute unique sources of stress for them.

16



(ø) Language bøwíer: Mori (2000) perceives that the language barrier is the most

significant, prevalent problem for most international students with English as a second

language. They are required to spend a relatively longer period of time in study than

national students. Even international students from English-speaking countries may have

difficulties with unintelligible accents or idiomatic language Petersen (1991) also points

out that because the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is not as accurate a

measure of oral comprehension and communication skills as it is of reading skills,

achieving the minimum TOEFL score for college admission by no means guarantees

sufficient English competency for international students to succeed in U.S colleges and

universities. The language barrier has direct negative implications for the academic

performance of students and for the teaching performance of graduate teaching assistants.

The students' inadequate language skills often negatively affect their ability to

understand lectures, to take notes, to complete reading and writing assignments and

examinations, and to orally express their opinions or ask questions in class (Cadieux &

Wehrly, 1986). As mentioned above, this breakdown in communication causes

tremendous stress for international students (Weaver, 1993).

(b) Unfømìlíøríty with the North Americøn educøtion system: Academic achievement is

the most important goal for most intemational students (Aubrey, 1991). Therefore,

academic issues usually represent a significant source of stress. In North America and a

few Western countries, active class participation is expected, especially at the graduate

level, and classroom discussion plays a part in the final grade. This situation can be very

confusing for some Asian, Middle Eastem and African students, who are used to having
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one-way teaching and learning experiences in their home countries (Aubre¡ 1991).

Many international students are, therefore, highly unaccustomed to various components

of the North American educational system such as independent library research, creative

or even standard essays and term papers, frequent 'þop" quizzes and exams, and active

participation in informal class discussion (Thomas & Althen, l9S9).

This different teaching process also affects international students as graduate

teaching assistants. Even though they are experts in their field of stud¡ they may not

gain acceptance, trust and respect from North American students because of their non-

American teachingmethods and foreign accents (Pedersen, 1991).

(c) nCulturøl dístanc¿": Bulthuis (1986) states that the concept of friendship between

North American and non-Westerners is very different. North Americans are highly

mobile and individually oriented, and perceive friendship as less permanent and lasting

than do people from most other cultures (though this could arguably be a somewhat

stereotypical distinction). International students may misperceive Americans' overly

friendly and sociable characteristics as offers of serious friendship or romantic

relationship. For instance, misunderstandings frequently arise when American's

superficial pleasantries - "Come over sometime," "Let's get together soon," and "I'll

call you" - are interpreted by international students as positive signs of sincere interest.

Besides misinterpretations of North Americans' concept of friendship, the North

American concept of individual privacy is also foreign to international students because

international students' notion of privacy is defined shictly within their extended families

(Aubrey, 1999).
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Over time, international students may be disappointed with their relationships

with host nationals, and will turn back to their own national groups for warm, intimate,

comforting relationships (Bulthuis, 1986). Whatever the reason, Pedersen (1991)

perceives that in most cases, establishing a supportive network with their fellow nationals

is indispensable for their well-being.

(d) Finøncíøl dfficulty.' The general assumption that most intemational students are

wealthy is, in fact, mistaken; most lack sufficient funds (Cadieux & Wehrly, 1986).

International students typically receive financial support from their local govemments,

their families and / or foreign sponsors (Arthur, T997). If international students are not

from wealthy families, the financial support they can get from their families is usually

limited. Pedersen (1991) also notes that immediate and extended families may endure

considerable financial hardship to send one of their children abroad. In such cases,

students may experience additional pressures with respect to their sense of family

obligation for success.

With immigration regulations strictly limiting employment outside of schools for

international students holding Student Visa Authonzationonly and limited eligibility for

federal financial aid, financial problems are more difficult to resolve than are those of

host students (Mori, 2000). Some students may be forced to accelerate their academic

progress in order to graduate as soon as possible (cadieux & wehrly, 19g6).

(e) Interpersonsl struggles wíth ímportønt decísíons: While intemational students are

adapting to their lives in the host country and making it ttreir temporary home, they also
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have their families, relatives, and friends in their home countries. When there is an

illness or a death among their families or significant others at home, they have to make a

decision between going home or dealing with the crisis themselves in the host country.

Making a decision and management in this kind of crisis can produce a tremendous

amount of stress (Mori, 2000).

However, the biggest decision international students have to make is about

staying in the host country or going home after their graduation (Khoo et al., lgg4).

Even though their primary intention was to gain acadernic credentials, most international

students go through long and difficult periods of indecision about going home or staying

in the host country as they examine the advantages and disadvantages of either alternative

(Thomas & Althen, 1989). Besides considering their future career plans, they are also

concerned about whether they will fit back in their home culture because their ideas

regarding selÊconcept and worldview have already changed after years of study in the

host country. They experienced drastic changes in their social roles, positions and

interpersonal relations when they first came to the host country, and then they have

continued to change through the effect of the host countries' cultural values, beliefs,

Úaditions and customs. 'when they re-enter their home countries, they will likely need to

go through considerable professional and personal readjustments. Some researches found

that the anticipation of "reverse culture shock" can be very threatening for them (Mori,

2000).
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2.3.6 Manifestations of Stress

"Stress is defined as an individual's psychic and somatic reactions to demands

that approach or exceed the limits of his coping resources." (Magnusson, l9g2)

The adjustment shess in the foreign environment can manifest itself in the

following psycholo gical and physical s ymptoms :

(1) Psychologícøl Symptoms: According to Mori (2000), intemational students

experience a diverse anay of psychological symptoms. They may be faced with their

deep feelings of loss, disappointment, resentunent, and sadness when they experience that

their abilities are no longer the same as they were in their home countries. They may also

develop a sense of inferiority when struggling with adjustment problems. Feelings of

homesickness, isolation and loneliness are also very common for international students

who have just come to a new environment. Moreover, they may be irritated and frustrated

by the transitory nature of their status in the host country and also by uncertainty about

their immediate future. In some severe cases, international students may have a profound

sense of helplessness and hopelessness. 'When it is persistent, it may be a sign of

depression. Furthermore, when intemational students experience events that violate their

basic sense of morals, values, logic and beliefs about normality and civility, they may be

feeling confused and disoriented (Winkelman, 1994). In addition, some students may

feel guilty about living a 'îealthier" lifestyle than that of people in their own country

(Sandhu & Asrabadi, 1994).
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Q) Physícøl symptoms: Since international students face the many challenges mentioned

above, it is not uncontmon for them to experience stress for quite a long period of time.

Excessive stress induces such physiological conditions as dysfunctions in pituitary-

adrenal activities, mass discharges of the sympathetic nervous system, impairment of

immune systems, and heightened susceptibility to all illnesses (Winkelman, Igg4).

Physical tension, blushing, perspiration, and an increase in blood pressure, body

temperature, and heart and pulse rates are typical defensive bodily reactions to selÊ

perceived and actual threats to their well-being (Axelson, 1993). Excessive and

continued exposure to stressful situations can also result in chronic somatic complaints,

for some, that have no clear organic basis (Khoo et al., 1994). Therefore, it is not

uncoÍlmon to find international students who are afflicted with persistent lack or loss of

appetite and sleep, low stamina and energy levels, headaches and gastrointestinal

problems (Thomas & Althen, 1989).

In addition, the constant demand for their conscious effort in processing various

types of information, which they understood automatically and completely in their own

culture, can easily cause mental exhaustion and bumout (Winkelman, 1994). Their work

effectiveness may then be significantly impaired.

2.4 Underutilization of Mental Health Services

Despite the fact that intemational students tend to experience more problems than

do students in general (Pedersen, 1991) and have an urgent need for psychological

assistance, mental health services have been significantly underused by this population

(Mori, 2000). Even when intemational students seek available services, they are far more
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likely than American students to terminate therapeutic relationships prematurely

(Pedersen, 1991). Several factors seem to inhibit the accessibility of existing

p sychotherap eutic practices to internati onal students.

(a) Critical cultural dffirence ín basic belíefs øbout mentøl heølth problems: ln

American culture (specifically, Euro-American), the psychological self is viewed as

central because of the strong focus on individual autonomy. Consequently, mental health

problems are viewed as internalizations of perceived personal inadequacies (Mori, 2000).

Conversely, Asian, Hispanic, and Black cultures tend to emphasize group cooperation

(Sue & Sue, 1990). These ethnic groups perceive problematic interpersonal relationships,

a lack of trustworthiness, and deviations from socially sanctioned behavior as critical

indicators of defective mental health. Therefore, international students from these ethnic

groups consider their psychological problems to be caused by the above relationship

problems, and they perceive that these problems are beyond their individual control. As

Fernandez (1988) stated, conventional Western counselling approaches see clients as

being in control whereas foreign students tend to have an external locus of control.

Therefore, they do not view their problems as amenable to help from counselling (Mori,

2000).

Moreover, such cultures may regard the disclosure of personal problems to

counsellors as highly disgraceful and a clear sign of immaturity and weakness (Mori,

2000). Flaskerud (1986) reported that in some cultures both the individuals and their

families try to deny the existence of mental illness within the family in order to avoid

'losing face'. A sense of great shame for the whole family is generally attached to
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psychological problems because the problems supposedly reflect hereditary flaws,

inadequate child-rearing practices, or both.

þ) Misuse of medical services: In response to a strong need to evade the stigma and to

retain family honor, some intemational students develop a tendency to "somatize" their

psychological problems and express them through physiological disorders. This

tendency happens more in Asians (Kuo & Kavanagh, 1994). Although North American

students tend to experience stress as anxiety and I or depression (Aubrey, I99I), many

international students do not distinguish emotional distress from physiological illnesses

and may attribute their psychological diffrculties to organic processes (Flaskerud, 1986;

Mori, 2000). Therefore, intemational students' first contact for help with their "physical

discomfort" is medical providers, instead of mental health workers, and they expect

concrete advice or medication as the way of treatment (Aubrey, l99l).

(c) Unfamíliøríty wíth the bøsic concept of counselling: Another reason international

students do not seek help from mental health services is because "talking therapy'' is

practically unknown or nonexistent in their home cultures. Since the concept of

counselling is foreign to them, some may also consider the services to be designed not for

them but for the host students only. Also some international students may have a

negative or an inappropriate expectation of counselling (Mori, 2000).

Mori (2000) stated that because a majority of counsellors are individuals from

mainstream Euro-American culture, international students may be suspicious of the

counsellors' motives for helping minority students in cross-cultural contexts. Some may
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even consider the practice of counselling to be a form of mind control. Some also fear

that they will be sent home as failures because of the necessity for formal counselling.

2.5 Ideas / Thoughts / Suggestions for Working with International Students

2.5.1 Issues for Counselors in Counselling International Students

In the past two decades, clinicians and researchers (Aubrey, l99I; Fernandez,

1988; Pedersen, 1991 & Thomas & Althen, 1989) have come up with a number of unique

issues present in the counselling of people who are not from mainstream North American

culture.

(ø) Cultural Stereotypíng: It is human nature to generalize about other groups of people

with whom one has limited or superficial contact. Thomas & Althen (1989) identified

that this applies to counsellors who deal with international students as well. Their

training provides little exposure to multi-cultural counselling and, as a result, the problem

of counsellor stereotyping arises. [However, increased attention has been paid to this

area for the last decade (Personal communication with the training director).] Some

negative stereotypes of international students are their poor command of English, their

clannish nature, and their tendency to be manipulative. Some positive stereotypes are

that international students are intelligent, motivated, courteous, polite and conscientious.

Counsellor stereotyping is minimized when counsellors become more aware of their own

biases and work to overcome them.
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(b) Dfficulty in ídenffiing the source of problems: Cross-cultural factors make it more

difficult to diagnose the problem (Aubrey, I99I; Pedersen, 1991: Thomas and Althen,

1989). Intemational students' problems can be due to a combination of intercultural

problems, inter-personal problems and intrapersonal problems. Therefore, it is more

difficult for counsellors to diagnose problems when they are confused by the cultural

differences. Moreover, counsellors may be overly cultural sensitive and attribute

everything to cultural differences. Counsellors must therefore be balanced in their

approach and achieve 'cultural competence' (to be explained later).

(c) Countertransferenc¿: While most clinical work involves countertransference, Aubrey

(1991) identified that clinicians tend to be affected by international students' special

characteristics. Most international students are more eager to adapt and they tend to defer

to the perceived authority of the clinicians. These characteristics may evoke clinicians'

compassion for them and cause them to see the students as "good" clients. However,

clinicians may also see their somatic symptoms, psychological naäety, neediness and

demand for advice annoying. It is challengrng for the therapist to maintain a state of

complete clinical neutrality.

(d) Fundømentøl difference ín concept of counselling / helping: As mentioned above,

while Western counselling approaches see clients as being in control, most international

students tend to have an external locus of control (Femandez, 1988). While counsellors

want to help clients understand their issues in order to help them solve their own

problems, international students may expect counsellors to give them advice or
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suggestions (Aubrey, 1991; Thomas & Althen, 1989). Moreover, according to Abu-

Rasain (1994), Asians may not respond well to a reflective approach that focuses on

feelings because they do not see it as helpful in solving their problems.

(e) Dfficulties ín developíng ø treøtment relationshíp; Building a "holding

environment" is very important to allow for meaningful work (Winnicott, 1960).

However, in addition to the above, there are a number of other factors negatively

affecting the building of a holding environment in a therapy session with international

students. A clinician usually uses a 'þrimarily verbal symbolic method' to work with

clients while intemational students' conceptual framework is based on a "somatic mode

of containment" (Aubrey,1991). Moreover, according to Aubrey (1991), in non-Western

countries people rarely focus on abstract concepts but think very concretely. It is also

considered inappropriate to speak of personal matters with anyone outside the extended

family (Aubrey, 1991; Pedersen, 1991). Expecting a student to initiate personal

discussion in a clinical office may arouse feelings of shame, betrayal, or fear. In

addition, expectations of therapists are different. They are seen as having absolute power

and are expected to give advice or suggestions.

When a holding environment is not established quickly, foreign students may lose

confidence and withdraw after the first session. They are then counted as drop-outs.

Others may retum but will not express themselves spontaneously. This is usually labeled

as "behavioral resistance" when it may instead reflect lack of flexibility in creating a

culturally more appropriate treatment environment (Aubrey, 1991).
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2.5.2 D eveloping competencies for counselling International students

Consideration of cultural factors plays an important role in cross-cultural

counselling. Therefore, a number of authors also point out the importance of the

counsellor's awareness of their own cultural values as well as their clients'. According to

Sue & Sue (1990), a culturally skilled counsellor is one who views cultural differences as

something positive to be addressed. In order to respond to the needs and expectations of

their clients from other cultures, they should also be flexible in their intervention

approaches. Some basic counselling skills, such as the ability to listen, the ability to

observe, the use of body language and the ability to ask effective questions, are needed

(Khoo & Abu-Rasain,1994), as are some special suggestions summarized asbelow:

(a) Counsellors høve to be øwøre of their own vølues and bíøses: Counsellors need to

explore their own values and be conscious of their own race and culture (Parker, 199S).

They should also acknowledge and respect differences that exist between them and their

foreign students. They should be aware of their attitudes towards minorities and work to

change the negative ones. This is important, because counsellors who are insensitive to

their values may impose them on their minority clients thus affecting their clients and the

counselling process (Pedersen, 1991; Sue, Arredondo and McDaviq 1992).

þ) Counsellors need to be øwøre of the culture ønd bøckground of theír clíents:

Obviously, counsellors cannot be experts in every culture, but they should acquire

minimum knowledge of their clients' cultures. Klineberg (1935) pointed out that
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.... Cultural factors are important to counsellors, and they have the responsibility

of learning all they can about the cultural background of their clients. It is too

much to ask that they become specialists on all the cultures of the world; it should

not be impossible for them, however, to become aware of the range of values and

patterns of behaviour of which human societies and individuals are capable and to

leam as much as they can about the particular ethnic groups that constitute their

clientele. (p.34)

(c) Counsellors need to øcquíre øppropríate cross-culturøl intervention strøtegies and

ødøpt ø rønge of helping responses to the needs of theír clíents.

o Integratìon of culturøl background ínto counselling frame of reference:

Counsellors should take international students' worldview into consideration and

accept their presenting symptoms as valid even when they do not fit the diagnostic

statistics manual (Kleinman, 1 988).

When circumstances arise, effective multicultural counsellors need to seek

possible resources that can help them in their jobs, for example, referral to traditional

helpers or professionals from the same culture as their clients (Khoo & Abu-Rasain,

1994). Pedersen (1991) also emphasized the importance of informal counselling as a

helpful resource to be used with culturally different clients. Counsellors should

respect indigenous help that can be given to the clients from their own community.

Sometimes this might occur in a religious context acceptable to the client (Egan,

1990). Moreover, they should be aware of the support system outside the counselling

process, because many studies have found that foreign students preferred a fellow
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national to help them with personal problems (Furnham & Alibhai, 1985; Pedersen,

1ee1).

ln Rethinking Psychiatry, Kleinrran (1988) proposes an international vision of

mental illness and mental health which challenges some basic tenets of American

psychiatric training and practice. He points out that to modifu one's culture's

diagnostic categories and to apply it with clients from another culture will not work.

ø Cultural Learning: Aubrey (1991) perceived that the best teachers for cultural

learning are the intemational students. He stated that by having international students

interpret their cultures, several functions could be accomplished, as follows:

"We help them overcome their passive deference to us, the perceived experts on

life in America; we enlist them as equal partners in the helping process, and we

restore to them some of the self-esteem so often hurt in the painful process of

adjustment."(p.31)

In addition, Aubrey (1991) presented a model for learning key aspects of an

unfamiliar culture by using the student as teacher, as follows:

1. Begin by explaining what you need to know to better understand the

student's problem.

2. Begin with the area of immediate concern, usually an academic one,

which is a safe topic with which to start.

3. Focus on milestones in the life cycle, starting with the student's current

stage of development, usually young adulthood.
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Invite him or her to compare experiences here with normative behavior at

home.

When appropriate, move into other relevant areas, such as family

relationships, including important members of the extended family or clan,

and friendships.

Listen for issues of loss and distinguish between normative and

catastrophic crises.

Inquire if there is any forced uprooting due to political upheaval.

Pay close to attention to the student's affect before proceeding to the more

sensitive topics of loneliness, relationships, belief systems, fate, marriage

and sex. (1,.3I,32)

2.5.3 T r eatment Modalities

(a) Indívíduøl Therøpy v,s. Group Therøpy: While individual therapy can help

international students deal with many personal issues such as loss and adjustment

difficulties, group therapy can also give students a sense of not feeling alone (Shulman,

t984). V/ith support from the other group members, some cultural inhibitions may be

able to be explored (Aubre¡ 1991). When students are encouraged to explore their issues

and related feelings in a group, they may be helped to more easily access their personal

issues. If they are interested in further exploration, they can be referred for individual

therapy (Aubrey, I 991).

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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(b) Crisis Interventíon ønd / or Bríef Therøpy v.s. Long-term Therapy.' Based on his

experience at Columbia University, Aubrey (1991) found that most international students

preferred brief therapy to long-term therapy. Therefore, clinicians should attend to

practical problems in the international students' social and physical environment.

Concrete interventions can be referral to other professionals or giving advice and

suggestions. When the practical problems are addressed, it then becomes possible to

explore their underlying psychological issues.

Brief crisis-oriented therapy, focused on a specific symptom or situation, may

help some students accept longer-term treatments at a later time. If students can be

actively engaged, allowed to terminate as they wish, and encouraged to return as needed,

some will do so (Aubrey,l99l).

(c) Teømwork approøch: Aubrey (1991) perceived that intemational students rarely

come to a mental health service on their own, and that help-seeking focuses on academic

issues or physical problems. They also tend to seek help from student advisors,

admission officers, deans, administrative assistants, and primary care medical providers,

but not from student counsellors. Therefore, he suggested that serving international

students require close co-operation between staff members from all disciplines.

2.6 Provision of Programs for International Students by Educational Institutions

(a) Preventíve progrøm / A proøctìve øpproøch: Aubrey ( 1 99 1 ) stated that at Columbia

University, the International Student Office took a proactive approach and provided an

orientation program for international students preceding their registration. The issue of
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significant differences in educational systems was addressed during the program.

Moreover, both students and faculty presented at the panel and highlighted the specific

characteristics of the U.S. system. Strategies for coping with unfamiliar situations were

offered, and peer advisors were assigned to help with problem issues. Furthermore, an

optional six-session weekly group, which was called "lnternational Conversations", was

offered after the initial presentation. Aubrey (1991) pointed out that this self-selected

group was popular among those who attended but it might have not reached those who

needed it most.

þ) Peer Progrøm: Colleges and universities in North America have tried to enhance

intemational students' adjustment experiences through the implementation of peer

programs, that is, the pairing of international and host students for significant interactions

(Abe, Talbot, Geelhoed, 1998; Ilagan, 1997). Ilagan (1997) reviewed a thorough study of

the Peer Program at the University of British Columbia and stated, "The program linked

newly arrived international students with Canadians on a one-to-one basis shortly after

the arrival of new students and for an extended period of time. In an assessment of the

program, fit was] found that the program was successful in easing the transition of

intemational students into a new culture. Specifically, the program was instrumental in

providing: a) better social adjustment among international students, b) increased

knowledge and appreciation of other cultures, c) increased social contact with people

from the host culture, d) increased opportunities to speak a foreign language, e) increased

international contacts and f) increased personal growth for both intemational students and

host Canadians." (p. 1 8)
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Another similar peer program was conducted at a public, Midwestern university

by Abe, Talbot and Geelhoed (1998). A particular design of this peer program was that

both international students and host students played specific roles in the program. The

role of the international students was to help host students increase their knowledge and

appreciation of foreign cultures, customs and language. The role of the host students was

to have ongoing interactions with the international students to help them become more

familiar with the university and the residence hall community. Results suggest that the

peer program participants showed significantly higher adjustment scores than the non-

participants. The adjustment included four different areas: academic, social, personal-

emotional and institutional attachment.

Several studies (Abe, Talbot & Geelhoed, 1998; Ilagan, 1997; Zimmerrnan, 1995)

suggest significant relationships between social interaction with host students and the

adjustment of international students. Talking and interacting with host students was

highly correlated with international students' perceptions of their adjustment to the host

culture (Zimmerman, I 995).

(c) Teøm Approøch: Ilagan (1997) organized a Buddy Program at the University of

Manitoba that was similar to the above two peer programs. The particular methodology

in this progr¿ìm was the use of a team and a participatory approach to the design,

implementation and evaluation of the program. She had the international students, the

buddies (host students), staff and community volunteers as the "stakeholders" of the

program. Therefore, the program had representation from several parties.
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2.7 Conclusion

The above literature review indicates a range of issues faced by intemational

students and those who have contact with them. While it provides a basis for the work

subsequently carried out by the author, some areas were felt to be contentious and will be

deak with in the conclusion of the paper.
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CHAPTER 3

METI{ODOLOGY

The goal of this practicum project was to design and implement a support group

for intemational students at the University of Manitoba. The group was called

"Internationøl Conversøtions" - A support groap for internøtionøl students. The

group's name of "Intemational Conversations" was borrowed from that used by

Columbia University (Aubrey, 1991). The group consisted of six sessions of two hours

for each session. The group met once a week. The details of the planning, the design and

the implementation process are as follows:

3.1 Objectives of the group:

. Help group members to process their experiences þhysical, emotional and

intellectual) in adjusting to a new culture.

c Alleviate group members' experience of adjustment stress.

. HelP group members access their acquired strengths to cope with the challenges

they face in the process of adjusting and adapting to a new culture, and also to

learn new coping skills and strategies from each other.

Increase group members' awareness of each other's' culture and the diversity of

cultures in Canada, and to learn to appreciate this diversity.

Help group members to increase their confidence in their ability to cope.

Raise awareness of these issues, and make recommendations that could be

implemented for future students.
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3.2 Preparation

Besides taking the literature as reference, I utilized the following method to

generate ideas to form a framework for the group:

(g) Gøther íssues ínternatíonøl student clients presented ín my individuøl counselling

sessíons wíth them.' As I was doing my practicum placement at the Student

Counselling Service and Career Centre at the University of Manitoba from September

2000 to May 2001, I took the opporlunity to gather the issues three intemational

student clients presented in my individual counselling sessions. This gave me some

ideas about the issues intemational student clients might currently face at the

university.

(b) Conduct a focus group: A two-hour focus group was conducted once, three months

before the sharing support group. The purpose was to brainstorm ideas with

international students who showed interest in the group. Their ideas were used as a

basis for the design of the group.

(c) Hold indíviduøl meetíngs wíth group members: It was planned to meet with

interested participants individually before the group began. The purpose of the

meeting was three fold: to explain the aims of the group to potential members; to

recruit subjects for my practicum; and to get to know them and their expectations of

the group. In the individual meeting, they were also asked to fill out the Participant

Information Sheet (Appendix 3), Questionnaire l(Appendix 4) and Questionnaire

2(Appendix 5).
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(d) Conduct ø quølítatíve ínterview wíth an ESL teøcher, a støff member at

Internatíonal Centre for Students (ICS) and a counsellor at the Student Counselling

and Cøreer Centre (SCCC) øt the Uníversity: I believe that programs should be planned

with the invoivement of individuals working to support intemational students' education

and well-being in a foreign land. Therefore I planned to do a qualitative interview with

an ESL teacher, a staff member at ICS and a counsellor at the SCCC at the University,

believing that their input would help me design a group more suitable to the needs of

intemational students.

3.3 Group Composition

(a) Internøtionøl Students as group members

The group was open to any undergraduate or graduate intemational students, any

students taking ESL programs, or any students who perceived themselves to be

international students (even if not so designated) at the University of Manitoba.

þ) Canadians øs guest members

I invited Canadian guest members from diverse cultural backgrounds who shared

one common characteristic; they had some level of connection with international students

or immigrants. They were invited to the group by me. The purpose of having them in the

group sessions was an expectation that they would share their perspectives as Canadians

from diverse backgrounds.
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3.4 Recruitment

I used four different ways of recruiting group members: putting an advertisement

in the ICS weekly e-mail newsletter; promoting the group directly to the ESL teachers,

student counsellors, and staff members at ICS and also giving them pamphlets to pass on

to their students (Appendix 1); putting up posters on all major notice boards at the

University (Appendix 1); and promoting the group directly to students around the ICS.

Students who were interested to the group could register or could make enquiries to me

through e-mail.

3.5 RoIe of the Group Leader

I was the organizer of the group project, and my major role in the group sessions

was as a facilitator, encouraging members to take ownership of the group content. I

prepared a tentative framework of the group process (Below and Appendix 2) and invited

group members to contribute their ideas on it at the first group session.

3.6 Format of the Group

The group was intended to be a closed group meeting over six weeks. New

members were accepted only as late as the second session. The rationale for having

International Conversations as a closed group was that it was expected that members

would feel secure and comfortable sharing their experiences after they got to know each

other and would build up closer relationships over a period of time. It was thought that it

would be too disruptive having people coming and going. However, the need for hearing
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Canadians' perspectives in the topics of making friends and cultural diversity meant

having Canadian guest members in session 4 and 5.

3.7 Framework of the group process

Session 1

o Introduction of facilitator and participants.

o Discussion of the purpose and the process of the group.

c Housekeeping and ground rules.

c Discussion topics:

o How did you feel when you first came to Canada?

o What were your experiences of settling in?

Session 2

o Review of last session.

e Discussion topics:

o What were your original reasons for coming to Canada?

o What were your expectations of life in Canada, on both a personal and

academic level?

o What are the positive experiences in your adjustment to Canada? What has

been challengrng?

o Sharing of games or activities from your home country.
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Session 3

o Review of last session.

o Discussion topics:

o Share something you think is important to you about your home country.

o Share one difficult experience you had in your life before you came to

Canada, and share how you dealt with it.

o What are the difficulties you have now? How do you deal with them?

o Sharing of games or activities from your home country.

Session 4

o Review of last session.

e Mid-term evaluation of the group.

c Discussion topics:

o Share your experience in making füends.

o Who do you ask for help when you have difficulties? What are your support

systems?

o Sharing of games or activities from your home country.

Session 5

o Review of last session.

o Discussion topics:

o Which aspects of Canadian cultures (values, beliefs and practices) do you

like?
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o Which are you uncomfortable with? How do you deal with these?

o Sharing games or activities from your home country.

Session 6

o Review of last 5 sessions.

o Discussion topics:

o What has been your experience of the group?

o How are you going to continue your joumey inCanada?

o Exchanging wishes for each other.

3.8 Symbolic tools used in the group

A paper bodt was used in the group as a symbol representing that the group

members shared similar experiences in the challenge of living and studying in a foreign

country; we are "all in the same boat". Members were invited to sign their names and

put down any thoughts or feelings which came to mind when they attended the group

session, on the boat.

Food was also used as a way to inspire group members to share their ideas and

knowledge with each other. In the same way that they could easily share food and

appreciate the gifts of others, they could easily share their ideas with each other.
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3.9 Method of Evaluation

Group members' involvement and participation in the group session and their

evaluation of the group (Appendix 6) were used as the major indicators for the success of

the group. I observed and recorded their involvement and participation throughout the

group sessions, and also asked them to fill out an evaluation form at the last group

session. In addition, the results of the comparison between the pre-test and post-test of

Self-efficacy Scale (Questionnaire 1) and Stress-Arousal Checklist (Questionnaire 2)

were to be used as indicators of the change in the level of self-efficacy and stress-arousal

of the members after the six group sessions. The pre-tests of both questionnaires were

planned to be done in the individual meeting with each member, and the post-tests were

to be done at the last group session.

Questionnaire 1 (Appendix 4) was used as a tool to measure group members'

general levels of belief in their own competence. Sherer, Maddux, Mercadante, Prentice-

Dunn, Jacobs & Rogers (1987), the authors of this Self-Efficacy Scale (SES), describe

that:

"The SES is a 23-item scale that measures general expectations of self-efficacy

that are not tied to specific situations or behavior. The assumptions underlying

this scale are that personal expectations of mastery are a major determinant of

behavioral change, and that individual differences in past experiences and

attributions of success lead to different levels of generalized self-efficacy

expectation. Thus, this scale may be useful in tailoring the course of clinical

intervention to the client's needs, and also as an index of progress since
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expectation of self-efficacy should change during the course of intervention.',

@.2e4)

In this study, I used the SES as an index of progress since I expected that

international student participants would change in their general levels of belief in their

o\ryn competence after the group intervention. I invited participants to do a pre-test

before the group and a post-test after the group, and I did not check their results until

after the completion of the group.

Questionnaire 2 (Appendix 5) was used as a tool to measure group members'

stress and arousal. It was a modified version of Mackay and Cox's 'stress-Arousal

Checklist' (1987). The reason for modifuing the original version was to make it simpler

for international students. Some of the adjectives in the original version might have been

too difficult for intemational students who had English as their second language. For

example, explanations were added besides the original words of vigorous (strong, full of

energy), apprehensive (uneasy, worried), distressed (uncomfortable, painful) and alert

(watchful, fuIl awake). The original words of restful, energetic, drowsy, dejected,

uptight, j ittery, sluggish, pleas ant, and activated were omitted.
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CHAPTER 4

R.ESULTS

4.1 Preparation

I implemented, as planned, the tasks for preparation of the group except that I was

not able to meet with interested group members before the first group session because

many registered late for the group. I was also not able to arrange an interview with a

staff member at ICS and a student counsellor before the group started, but was able to

interview an ESL teacher. Results were as follows:

(ø) Issues that came up ín my indívìduøl counselling wíth three internøtíonal students

duríng my prøcticum placement øt the SCCC at the Unìversity of Mønitoba (Sept 2000

- Møy 2001)

- Difficulty in interpersonal relationships with host nationals.

- DifEculty in romantic relationships with host nationals

- Difficulty in dealing with loss from a geographical distance - i.e. Client's father

died in her home country. Because of financial constraints, client was not able to

go back home and attend the funeral.

- Difficulty in dealing with unfinished familybusiness while geographically apart.

- Feeling especially lonely and isolated when experiencing interpersonal

difficulties with the few other fellow nationals at the university.

- Difficulty in working with host nationals - i.e. The nature of the client's work

required high contact with supervisor and colleagues from the host country.
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- Difficulty in expressing and asserting himself / herself because of language

differences.

- Difficulty in adapting to a new identity - i.e. client changed role from a

professional to a student.

- Losing confidence in self because of language difficulty.

þ) Focus group: Suggestions generated by the focus group:

1. Invite Canadian students of different ages and different affiliations to the group;

hope to understand their ideas, experiences and desires.

2. Share some customs of Canada

3. Talk about the issues at the university.

4. Have interested group members meet and exchange e-mail addresses with each

other when they become group members.

5. Expressed a preference for a lunch hour meeting.

(c) Indívíduøl Meetíngs wíth group members: Individual meetings with each group

member could not be done before the first group session because most participants

either registered late for the group late or did not register but showed up in the group

sessions. Therefore, the individual meeting was done after the first group session.

Members were invited to sign up on the Individual Meeting Schedule Sheet in the

first group session. Some members kept rescheduling their appointments but finally

all individual meetings, except with one individual member, were completed before

the fifth group session.
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In the individual meeting, group members were asked to fill out the Participant

Information Sheet (Appendix 3), Questionnaire I (Appendix 4) and Questionnaire 2

(Appendix 5). I used the information from both the Participant Information Sheet and

Questionnaire 2 as a starting point to get to know each group member. Most filled

out the forms without any problems; a few asked for explanations of the meanings of

some terms. Among the nine group members, one refused to fill out the forms

without giving any reason but he was willing to share some of his personal

information verbally. I respected his decision. One member did not fiIl out the forms

because she never showed up for any individual appointment.

A summary of Participant lnformation Sheets is in Appendix 7, and a summary of

the results of Questionnaires 1 and 2 is found in Appendix g.

(d) Quølitative intervíew wíth an ESL teacher: While I was promoting this group to the

ESL teachers, I asked them for an interview. One teacher contacted me and was

willing to be interviewed.

The interview focused on the teacher's experiences working with international

students and also his thoughts regarding the experiences of international students.

This teacher had taught ESL programs for three semesters. He enjoyed helping

students and found his teaching experience very rewarding. He valued the fact that

the ESL program he was teaching covered a great deal of Canadian culture. He

believed that the most important quality teachers should have was a genuine respect

for the students. He perceived that ESL students were very sensitive to prejudice. He

also perceived that a problem was created if people saw a person from one
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perspective only. Although ESL students had difficulty communicating in English,

he said that they should not be treated as children because, as adults, they have

knowledge and experience. Since he had cross-cultural experience, he was better able

to understand and appreciate international students in their entirety. In addition, he

felt that ESL teachers assumed a great deal of responsibility for ESL students, which

should not be solely theirs. He perceived that ESL students needed a lot of emotional

support and that some support services should have been provided for them.

Furthermore, he found that the greatest difficulty in helping students was to help them

learn to take responsibility for themselves; some students stayed up late and came to

class late, or some did not do their homework.

This teacher was also aware that some of his students had insomnia for the first

week in Canada because of adjustment stress. Coming to Canada might be the first time

away from home for some students. He also noticed that some ESL students experienced

a variety of negative feelings such as: loneliness; frustration with the new culture,

especially the language; lack of respect from others; and feelings of stress from being in a

new environment. In addition, his students shared with him that they had a better

experience in homestay than in residence. Homestay is a program at the University of

Manitoba that involves the international student living with a Canadian family. Most

students found it boring to live in a campus residence. However, they tended not to join

campus recreational activities.
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4.2 Recruitment

Results showed that intemational students had a better response to the promotion

of the group by direct personal contact than to the hard copy information (Appendix 7,

Column 8).

Interestingly, more than half of the students who attended the group had not

registered for the group by contacting me by e-mail or at my office phone number. They

just showed up in the group session. This surprised me and made me wonder if I had

presented the information clearly in the poster and pamphlet. When I asked them, they

responded that they did not understand that they had to register before they came to the

goup. Some just told me that they were not sure if this was the kind of group they

wanted to attend so they came to check it out.

4.3 Group Composition

(a) Internøtionøl students as group members (Appendix 7): Twenty international

students initially attended the group. Some came to the group for one to three sessions

and dropped out for different reasons or gave no reason. One left the country. One got a

job. Four students found it hard to express themselves in English and dropped out. The

other five left the group for unknown reasons. Only the ones who attended the group

four times or more out of the seven sessions were classified as group members, making a

total of nine. Nevertheless, all participants' sharing was documented in the session

recordings (Appendix 9) regardless of whether they stayed in the group or not.

Eight out of the nine group members had been in Canada for a year or less. Most

were in their twenties. Seven out of nine came from Asia; the other two were from
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Africa and South America respectively. Only one had English as his mother tongue; the

other eight had English as their second language. Two were undergraduates, two were

graduate students, and the other five were taking ESL programs at university. About half

had been students and the other half had been employed before coming to Canada. Two

planned to stay in Canada; four planned to go back to their home country; two were not

sure whether they would be staying or going back after they finished their educational

programs. They all shared one coÍtmon reason of coming to the group: they wanted to

communicate with others. They wanted to meet people, make friends, practice their

English and share their experiences or ideas with each other. One member particularly

wanted to share her successful experience in Canada with other members and also to

encourage them to keep practicing their English with Canadians. Clearly, the group

expectation was to have the opporfunity to communicate and connect with others.

þ) Cønadíøns øs guest members: We had three Canadian guests who participated in

session 4 and six Canadian guests who participated in session 5; one Canadian

participated in both session 4 and 5. They represented a diversity of backgrounds: two

were former immigrants, one from Poland and one from Sierra Leone; four sfudents, one

each from the Faculty of Arts and Science and two from the Faculty of Social Work; a

professor from the Faculty of Religion at the University of Manitoba; and one volunteer

who was helping international students with their English. They were also from diverse

ethno-cultural backgrounds: one Polish, one African, two English, two German, one

French and one flkrainian.
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4.4 Group Process

Group process followed the suggested framework. It was expected that the focus

of the group was on sharing rather than resolving issues. The details of each group

session plan and session recordings are in Appendix 8. The following is a summary of

the focus ofeach group session:

Session 1

We spent time to get to know each other and also to clarify what the group was

about. Participants were invited to contribute their ideas for the group process.

Participants were also invited to share their initial feelings when they first came to

Canada. The major themes in their sharing were related to their difficulties in the English

language, their excitement about the cultural diversity in Canada, and their liking of

summer warmth and dislike of winter cold in Winnipeg.

Session 2

I repeated the content of session I in session 2 as 7 out of 12 participants were

new to the group. Moreover, I introduced the idea of " all in the same boat", and used a

paper boat as a symbol to represent that the members in the group were "all in the same

boat". Members were invited to put down their thoughts and feelings on the boat when

they came to the group session. An additional theme that emerged when they discussed

their initial feelings in Canada was related to their difficulties in living arrangements.

One interesting phenomenon was that those who had come to the first session could

express themselves more quickly and smoothly at this session because their selÊ

confidence had increased since the first session.
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Session 3

Participants were divided into three small groups to share their experiences of

settling in; each group came up with a major theme. These focused on the experiences in

their homestay, the challenge of communicating in English, and their loneliness and

adjustment struggles. They tended to share their factual experiences but not much of

their feelings in those experiences.

V/e also watched the first part of the video called "Cold Water - Intercultural

Adjustment ønd Values Conflict of Foreign Students and Scholars at an Americøn

University". That part dealt with the initial feelings of foreign students. Participants were

stimulated by the video and processed more about their difficulties making Canadian

friends.

Session 4

This session focused on the issues of making füends. We had three Canadian

guest members in this session. Both international students and Canadian participants

shared similar expectations of good qualities in friendships. Afterwards, we shared the

ways we made friends in our home countries. Canadians perceived that they made

friends in school or during social interactions. They made friends easily but these

friendships might not be at a deep level. Some kept close contact with their extended

families and some did not. People from the Middle East perceived that they enjoyed

sharing whatever they had with their friends. Asians took a longer time to develop their

relationships with other people before they called each other friends. However, when

they considered themselves friends, their relationships were already quite close. They

tended to treat their friends when they ate out. Africans perceived that they were very
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straightforward and approached people with whom they thought they could make friends.

Both Canadian and international participants made comments on the other's situation.

Canadians perceived that international students, in coming to a new country, had to start

over again to make friends. One Canadian guest member especially pointed out that it

was more usual for intemational students to approach Canadians first than vice versa.

Some also perceived that it took a long time for Asians to become friends with each

other. Moreover, one thought that the high density of the population in some countries

resulted in closer relationships. International sfudents thought that it was easier for

Canadians to make friends because they had more free time.

The first part of the session was very dynamic and exciting, and it took up a

majority of the allotted time. In the second part of the session, we shared our experiences

of making friends with the other group of people; that is, Canadians making friends with

international students and intemational students making friends with Canadians. We had

intemational students share how they tried to make friends with Canadians. They might

ask Canadian friends for help as an activity in their "friendship". International students

experienced Canadians' invitations as warm, but sometimes realized that Canadians

might not mean it to the same extent. Sometimes the behaviour might just indicate

politeness. This can also work in reverse. For example, one Canadian, who had been in

China, felt that Asians sometimes accept invitations even though they might not intend to

follow through. In Chinese culture, it would be rude to decline an invitation.

Session 5

This session focused on discussion of the diversity of culture in the world. We

had six Canadian guest members in this session. ln the warm-up activities, both
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Canadian participants and international student participants were interested in the

exercise that checked their knowledge about typical Canadians. Results showed that both

Canadian and international participants did not know much about typical Canadians, and

were correct only about half of the time. One interesting finding was that international

students tended to think that typical Canadians felt optimistic about their economic

future. In fact, Canadian participants thought that the average Canadian felt

uncomfortable about the economic situation in Canada.

Results of the discussion of a few aspects of Canadian culture and that of the

intemational students'home countries are as follows:

(a) Education system / Expected behavior in classroom / Amount and format of

home work or assignment / Role and relationship of teacher and student /

Relationship with authority.'

- Asian students spend long hours in school while Canadian students spend less.

- Canadian students are allowed to have more freedom in the classroom; e.g. they

are allowed to eat and drink. While Canadian students are free to ask questions in

class, Asian students have to ask permission from their teachers before they can

speak up in class. While most Asian participants preferred Canadian culture in

this respect, one comparatively older Chinese student disliked classroom

discipline in Canada. The fact that Canadian students spoke so much in class was

considered an intemrption.
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(b) Rote and relationship in family/ dating and married couple/ parents and

children

- Participants from kan, Thailand, China and Sierra Leona stated that their people

would choose their parents over their romantic relationship if conflict arose.

However, Mexican and Canadian participants stated that the parents from their

countries would not interfere or get involved in their children's loving

relationships. They would accept their children's choices and live with them.

(c) Comfortzone / physical space or distance / eye contact / touch

Eye contøct: Generally eye contact was perceived as more acceptable between same sex

people for any culture.

Hugging / Shøkíng hands: Canadians, whether male or female, tend to shake hands

when they meet for the first time. Female Canadians tend to hug each other more than

males do when they become friends. Chinese tend to shake hands when they first meet.

One young Chinese male participant expressed that he felt uncomfortable with huggrng

when he first came to Canada. He said that Chinese people in China rarely hug each

other. After he had been in Canada for five months, he became more comfortable with

huggrng. Two Mexican participants and one African participant said that hugging was

the norm in their cultures.

Goíng out wíth opposite s¿x.' Male and female Canadians had different levels of

acceptance if a man and a woman, who were not in a relationship, were spending time

with each other. Males were more liberal; females were more conservative. International

students did not have any comment on this.
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Session 6

The focus of this session was to provide an opportunity for the group members to

reflect on the experiences in session 4 arñ 5 at a more personal level, and to be aware of

the process of their culture shock experience. Generally intemational student

participants found that it was easier for them to make friends in their home countries than

in Canada. One felt discouraged to try to make friends with Canadians because of the

language barrier. Another felt rejected. Two alternatives came up in the discussion.

Besides talking with Canadians, they could do some physical activities with Canadians.

They could also share their strengths, something they were good at, with Canadians.

Each participant shared one of his or her strengths in the group.

After the reflection, we watched the second part of the video "Cold Water".

Again, participants were stimulated by the video. Two participants shared their

unpleasant experiences with Canadians. One participant perceived that those experiences

were related to the fundamental difference of individualism in Canadian culture and the

collectivism in some other cultures.

Session 7

This session focused on evaluation of the goup and discussion of the details of a

farewell activity. After participants had filled out an evaluation form, we had an open

discussion about the evaluation of the goup. Generally, participants enjoyed the group

sessions and found the group helpful for their adjustment. Some participants especially

treasured the opportunity of hearing other international students' experiences and

learning from each other. All participants liked the idea of having Canadian guest

members in the group. They thought that the group had facilitated their making friends.
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One participant wished that the group had been a closed group. The group had, in fact,

been a closed gloup. However, participants' attendance flucfuated, and we had two

different groups of Canadian guest members in sessions 4 and 5. This may have

confused him. In addition, participants supported having Canadians in each group

session and approved having both small and large group discussions. They voiced a hope

that a similar group would be available to them in the future.

At the end of the session, it was decided that spending a weekend at a cottage in

the Whiteshell would be the farewell activity for the group.

4.5 Evaluation

Most participants were very involved in the small and large group discussions.

The average attendance of the nine group members was 74%o. The group tone was

significantly more dynamic in sessions 4 and 5 when Canadian guest members attended

the group. Participants were comparatively more interested in comparing the similarities

and differences of different cultures in these two sessions than the other sessions. As the

goup proceeded, goup me¡nbers became more relaxed and open in the discussions.

The details of the evaluation are in the recording of session 7.

Seven students filled out the two questionnaires. A summary of the results is in

Appendix 8. Group members filled out the questionnaires once only in their individual

meeting with me. They were not asked to do the post-tests since the pre-tests were

finally completed before the fifth session. It would therefore have not been that

significant to compare the pre and post-tests.
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Results in Questioruraire I showed that the range of selÊefficacy scores of the

seven group members was from 66 to 95 out of 115. The average mean score was 85,

which is 74Yo of I 15.

Results in questionnaire 2 showed that the seven group members generally had

medium to low stress levels and medium to high arousal levels. The average stress score

was 3.9 out of 10 and the average arousal score was 4 out of 7. The details of each

participant's scores are in Appendix 8.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

5.1 Objectives of the Group

The group achieved its six objectives to varying degrees:

(ø) Help groap members to process their experíences (physícal, emotíonøl ønd

íntellectuøl) ín ødjustíng to a new culture: There were a lot of opportunities for

members to share their experiences of coming to Canada, settling in, making friends and

interacting with the new culture. They were encouraged to process their experiences in

terms of the physical, emotional and intellectual aspects more fully. Some students had to

be encouraged a few times before they were be able to share their experiences in this

way. For example, one participant shared that she was very nervous when she first came

to Canada- She stated that the father in the host family "made" her very nervous but she

could not tell how it happened. She could only describe her reaction to the experience.

When I asked her what the father really did or what she saw or experienced that made her

nervous, she was finally able tell me that it was because he did not talk to her or talk

much in the family. she did not know what to do with him or his behaviour.

In the design of the gouP, I used questionnaire 2 (Appendix 5) to help members

access their feelings in my individual meetings with them. That questionnaire helped

them access their feelings first, and then they opened up and shared themselves with me a

lot. The questionnaire was very helpful. One Chinese male student told me that he

would cry and be worried quite a lot if he heard that any of his family members were sick

or not well. It is not very common for Chinese males to disclose this vulnerability. A

few students shared that they would be quite tense when they communicated with
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Canadians in English. I presume they were not tense with me because I also spoke

English with a Chinese accent! Actually I noticed that as long as they were able to

communicate they felt more relaxed. A few also shared that they felt pressured to do

well in schooi and complete their programs on time. Otherwise they would waste their

parents' or their own money. Conversel¡ some also felt very relaxed, calm and peaceful

because they could enjoy the freedom of not having their families around and they could

take charge of their lives. I found that having them access their feelings first through the

questionnaire could help them open up. When they had become comfortable, I did not

feel they had much trouble disclosing their personal feelings in a one-to-one situation.

I used a similar approach in the first group session. I asked how they felt when

they first came to Canada. They responded with their feelings first and then explained

their situation or their experiences to the group. Some avoided emotional content,

referring to sensations as though they were feelings, such as 'feeling cold in Winnipeg'.

Some were less superficial, sharing deeper feelings such as feeling shocked because they

did not understand a word in English at the airport. (That member had learned English

for quite a long time in his country, which confirms reports in the literature that some

international students' oral communication ability is not at a functional level.) One felt

surprised when she saw the population diversity at the airport in Canada: "People had

different colours."

I think that getting the international sfudents to assess their feelings first is a good

strategy to help them to assess and express their experiences to the fullest. However,

feelings and experiences could be contradictory because some feelings may be attached

to the stigma of weakness. For example, a Chinese male disagreed that he was feeling
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lonely or missed his family but he admitted that he would cry or would be worried when

he heard that any of his family members were sick or not well. I also found that the

content of members' sharing could be very free flowing and personal in the individual

meeting yet was comparatively more intellectual and topic focused in the group

discussion. In both settings, I found that they were very open, and it seemed that they

were happy to finally have an opportunity to share their important experiences.

þ) Allevíate group members' experíence of ødjustment stress: This objective was

achieved by having them share their experiences in the group and by the

acknowledgement made by the facilitator of both their individual experiences and those

shared with other group members. As Shulman (1934) stated, "Knowing that others

share your feelings somehow makes them less frightening and easier to deal with. When

as a group member one discovers one is not alone in feeling overwhelmed by a

problem,....one is often better able to mobilize oneself to deal with the problem

productively' (p.166). Also, acknowledging the members' personal experiences made

them feel heard and understood. This can be one of the most powerfirl forces to enable

them to accept their experienc€s Íts normal and thus alleviate their stress.

(c) Help group members sccess theír øcquíred strengths to cope wíth theìr challenges,

leørn new copíng strategies from eøch other, and increase theír confidence ín

copíng: Instead of grving suggestions or advice about how they dealt with their

undesirable experiences or unpleasant feelings, I let group members hear other

"experienced" intemational students' experiences. One member who had been in
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Canada for two years, which was the longest of any of the members, shared that she

was very confused when she first came to Canada because she did not understand

English. However, she was told that her English would improve a lot over a year.

She studied an ESL program for a year and participated in a lot of groups in

Vancouver similar to this one. She kept practicing, and now her English had

improved significantly. Her sharing was very encouraging for other international

students. As Shulman (1984) stated, " There is not the same impact when a worker in

individual work tries to reassure the client that the same feelings are shared by others.

Hearing them articulated and experiencing the feelings in the group sessions makes a

unique impression." ft).166) The member who had this opportunity to share her

successful experience with others would feel empowered by acknowledging her

personal growth and by being able to help others (Aleksiuk, 1996). The other

members could learn a new way of coping; by practicing, their English could also be

improved.

Another example illustrates how the group could help members alleviate their

experience of adjustment stress, access their acquired skills and abilities to cope with

their challenges, and increase their confidence in coping. Some members complained

that they did not like the food at their homestay families. One member shared that he

disliked pasta. Instead of telling his host family, he threw the pasta into the garbage

secretly. There was nothing wrong with what he did but he did not get what he wanted.

Another member then shared that she had moved out from her homestay family and

shared an apartment with another international student she had just got to know. She said

that she would rather practice her English and also learn about Canadian cultures from
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other places. Members leamed that there was more than one way of dealing with their

problem situation. They also became aware of the acquired problem solving skills that

had already helped them get to a more pleasant situation. By accumulating their

knowledge, they increased their sense of personal power (Aleksiuk, 1996) and also

increased their confidence in coping with more challenges.

(d) Increase group members' awtøreness of eøch other's culture and the dìversity of

cultures ín Cønødø, and to learn to øpprecíøte thìs díversíty: When we shared our

backgrounds, our experiences and our reactions to those experiences, we had already

shared parts of our culture with each other. Moreover, we focused on culture especially

in session 5 and discussed it more explicitly. The cultural aspects we touched on were

related to school, relationships and physical distance / comfort zones. Basically, we

shared the cultural behaviours we learned and practiced in our home countries. It came

naturally and spontaneously that we tended to compare the similarities and differences of

cultures, and we became excited by the discussion. It seemed that participants liked to

share the salient differences in their individual cultures. However, our discussion tended

to be more on an intellectual, rather than a personal, level. Therefore, no confrontation or

conflict arose in session 5 even though there were so many differences. I think the

discussion in all sessions, especially in session 5, did achieve the objective of increasing

both group members' awa.reness of each others' cultures and their ability to appreciate

this diversity.

At one point, I explored participants'preferences regarding one cultural aspect on

a more personal level in the group. I asked what Asian participants preferred between
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Canadian and Asian classroom behaviours as they were greatly different. While most

Asian participants preferred Canadian to Asian classroom behaviours, one comparatively

older Chinese student expressed a different point of view; she perceived that Canadian

students intemrpt the teacher's lecture too much and too often. It wasted time. Canadian

guest members did not have a response to this comment. It would have been interesting

if I, as a facilitator, had invited the Canadian guest members to give feedback on this

point of view. Then the international students and Canadians could have had a real

dialogue on this subject matter.

'When I invited Canadian guest members to our group, it was intended to have

guest mønbers from a diversity of backgrounds, including cultural backgrounds. It

tumed out that we had guests from six different cultural backgrounds; two English, two

German, one Polish, one African, one French, and one Ukrainian. Among these eight

guest membets, two had been immigrants in Canada, who had families from one to

several generations in Canada. We also had group members from seven different

countries. At the very beginning of session 5, we completed a round to inhoduce

ourselves including our cultural backgrounds. International students could get a sense of

the diversity of cultures in Canada, Canadian guest members could also get a sense of the

diversity of international students. This awareness increased as the discussion continued.

For example, Canadian guest mernbers shared that some Canadians kept close contact

with their extended family but some do not. In another example, one male Canadian

participant said that it was acceptable for him to have eye contact with everyone while

one female Canadian participant stated that she had more eye contact with females than

males. When these opinions were shared explicitly, we were more aware of the
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differences between and within cultures. Church (1982) states that besides leaming new

cues and norlns through observation and participation, explicit communication is also

necessary for learning to occur.

(e) Røìse awøreness of these issues, ønd møke recommendøtíons thøt could be

ímplemented for future students: As I am writing up this practicum research and

gathering together findings from the literature and my experiences in this support group

for international students, I see the report itself can raise awareness of the issues of

international students. In addition, when I was implementing this group, I am sure that

the group attracted attention from all the people I contacted or consulted regarding this

group. Furthermore, the participants, both international students and Canadian guest

members became more aware of the issues discussed in the group. Recommendations

will be outlined in Chapter 6.

5.2 Individual Meetings with Group Members

Although it was intended to meet with interested participants individually before

the first group session, it did not happen. The major reason was that participants

registered for the group from one to a few days before the first group session. Half of the

participants in the first session did not have prior registration but just showed up in the

first group session. Therefore, it was not possible to schedule the individual meeting

before the first group session.

However, individual meetings did eventually occur for all but one participant. As

I have mentioned above, I found that questionnaire 2was very helpful in terms of helping
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participants open up above themselves. When they explained their feelings, it surprised

me that they shared so much with me at the time. They were very ready to share. It was

very helpful for me to get to know them and their current situations.

Besides getting to know them, I also had an opporfunity to explain the purpose of

the group personally and to collect their suggestions at the same time. They tended to

accept the framework of the group. Since international students may have a different

background from students in general, it may be helpful to clarify each participant's

concerns in an individual meeting.

In addition to the fact that some participants did not register before they came to

the group, some did not give notice when they were not able to come to the individual

meeting, and some forgot the meeting. It seems to me that some were confused during

their initial adjustment period. Some were just irresponsible and did not take the group

seriously. Sometimes I wondered if these behaviours were related to cultural or

individual differences.

5.3 Recruitment

I was surprised that brochures, posters and e-mail messages were a relatively

ineffective way to attract students, though they were helpful in combination with personal

contact. However, I also found that it was very convenient to use an e-mail address as a

point of contact with international students and with my group members later on.

Regarding the registration, I think it is necessary to have more specific step-by-

step instructions in the promotional information. For example, a statement such as "If

you are interested, please contact (the name of the facilitator), the group facilitator, for
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registration before a certain date" should be included, instead of saying that "If you are

interested, please contact the facilitator". Intemational students may not have been in

groups before. Therefore, it should not be assumed that intemational students know how

to register, and data should be stated as clearly and explicitly as possible.

5.4 Group Composition

(a) Internøtíonøl students: Among the twenty participants who initially attended the

group, two thirds of them were taking ESL programs at the University. It seemed that

there was a big need for this group of students to join a support group. Compared with

the intemational students who are already in university programs, the students in ESL

programs might have less opportunity to communicate with others. This group of

students probably had a lower level of English competency and had a limited opportunity

to interact with others, other than with other ESL students. Their interest in this group

indicated that they needed support and connection with others, besides practice of their

English, which could be one of the reasons they came to the group. It was a pity that

four students from this category dropped out because of their self-perceived inability to

communicate well in English.

Interestingly, it happened that these four drop-outs were all Asians. One Mexican

student, whose English competency was also not very high, stayed in the group. Another

interesting comparison was between a Korean participant and the same Mexican

participant. Both of them had been in Canada for three weeks at the time they came to

the first session, and were in the same ESL program. Although both had trouble

expressing themselves in English in the first session and were at a similar levei in spoken
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English, the Mexican sfudent was comparatively more expressive from the first session.

ln session 7, the last session, it was quite obvious that the Mexican student's spoken

English improved faster than that of the Korean. The group witnessed the fact that

international students whose mother tongue \ /as one of the Romance languages could

learn the English language faster than those whose mother tongue was not, assuming that

they had the same learning opportunities in their ESL programs. Another reason to

explain the above phenomenon could be related to cultural and /or individual differences.

The Mexican student was already very expressive. She shared that being expressive was

the norm in her culture, and she also seemed to be more ready to take risks compared

with the Korean student. These personal characteristics helped her progress.

þ) Cønadían guest members: Ideally, it would have been good to have recruited

Canadian students in the same way I recruited international students. However, I was

pessimistic and anticipated that not many Canadian students would be interested in

coming. Therefore, I invited my friends and some people I got to know on different

occasions to join some group sessions. The role they played in the group was being

themselves as Canadians and sharing their views of Canadian culture. The reason for my

pessimism will be further explained in the section of 5.7 dealing with my understanding

of the dynamic between international students and Canadians.

All Canadian guest members were quite involved in the group discussions. Their

openness and enthusiasm influenced the international student participants in a positive

wa¡ causing the discussion to become more dynamic.
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5.5 Participant InformatÍon Sheet

The form helped me to get to know the group members. I explained to each

member clearly the usage of the information and the confidentiality issue. Members were

also reminded to write down only the information with which they felt comfortable. As

the literature states, international students tend to defer to the perceived authority ofthe

clinicians. Therefore, it is important to remind them of their personal rights. For

example, one member did not want to disclose his age, which I respected that and

eventually getting the range of his age. As far as I know age, for some Asians, is a

sensitive question.

5.6 My Role as the Group Facilitator

As I had assumed, some intemational students were not accustomed to doing the

talking in the initial stages of the Broup, so I was more directive, leading the group

discussion. My role was focused more on encouragrng group mernbers to share their

experiences, and acknowledging their individual experiences and strengths. Members felt

acknowledged and found that their situations were not unique. They became more

comfortable in the goup and became more involved and active in their participation as

the group proceeded. My role then focused more on facilitating their sharing and

discussion and also on helping them generate shared resources and new coping shategies.

I think the change in role of the group leader as the group proceeds is very

common for any group situation. However, it may take a longer time for international

students to warm up in a group, especially those with English as a second language.

Besides the fact that communicating in English may be difficult for some intemational
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students, the situation itself may be very novel for most participants. In fact, only one of

the five members who completed the final evaluation had been in a group similar to

Intemational Conversations. Moreover, it is a fact of human nature that talking about

oneself in front of a group of strangers can be intimidating. Therefore, being patient and

constantly summarizing what the group has done may help international students follow

the group process and adjust to the goup.

Another issue regarding my role as the group facilitator is related to my cultural

background. Since I came from a culture different from the host culture and I was a

former international student, international student participants might have related to me

differently. For example, I was surprised that international student participants were so

open to share their personal information and experiences with me in my individual

meetings with them. Besides the fact that Questionnaire 2 was helpful, I noticed that

they could relate to me as a peer or a "big sister" who had had similar experiences and

would understand and accept their experiences better. However, it could have had

nothing to do with my background. It may have simply been that when they felt accepted

by me, they were willing to share themselves openly. The third possibility could be

nothing related with me at all but they had a great need to share their challenging

experiences and they finally found someone who was interested in hearing their stories.

Therefore, their reactions in the group or to me could be related to my cultural

background, my interpersonal relationship with thern or their intra-personal factors.

Another aspect of my influence in the group was that I spoke English more simply

and slowly than native English speakers, and since English is my second language, I

spoke with a Chinese accent. Some international students might have found that my
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English was easy for them to understand. However, some might have thought they could

not learn English from me or practice English with me because I am not a native English

speaker, and decided to drop out from the group after they had attended once or twice.

In order to avoid my subjective perception of the needs of intemational student

participants, I invited participants to contribute their ideas to the agenda of the group

sessions. I also constantly observed and checked with the participants about their needs

in the group. For example, they did not show much interest in sharing their cultural

games or activities in the group sessions, and therefore I decided to cancel this activity in

the group.

Nevertheless, in retrospect, I think it may be helpful to have checked out with

them how they perceived me as a group facilitator both in the beginning and the end of

the group. I would more easily have become aware of both the biases and strengths I

brought as the facilitator in the group.

5.7 Interesting Dynamics in Group Process

(ø) Reødy to share / A need to share: From the very first session, it was obvious that

international participants were very ready to sha¡e. I had the impression that they

actually had a strong need to process their experiences by sharing them with others, and

this was not restricted to positive events. Most were also quite open to share their

unpleasant experiences and feelings. It seemed the dynamic in this group was different

from that stated in the literature which stressed that intemational students are very

concemed about "losing face" (Flaskerud, 1986). It seems that when the environment is

favourable, and the international students perceive that it is safe to share, they will be
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ready to do so. A safe environment in this context means being accepted and feeling

connected through having similar experiences to others.

(b) Englßh languøge bømíer: It was anticipated that most intemational student

participants would have English as their second language and might have difficulty in

understanding oral English and / or expressing themselves in English. It turned out that

all participants except two from Africa had English as their second language. Some had

more difficulty in expressing themselves in English than others. Some had trouble

following the group process because of English difficulties and decided to leave the

group. Some could follow but perceived that their English would be a barrier to their

participation in the group and decided to drop out. However, others who also had trouble

expressing themselves did not allow their English difficulty to be a barrier to their

participation in the group. SelÊperception of English competenc¡ self-confidence and

selÊefficacy perhaps made a difference in their participation. Unfortunately, that is

difñcult to verifr because some participants did not attend the individual meeting, so did

not complete the instruments, and some other group members attended so sporadically

they were not classified as group members.

I think it is important for the facilitator to emphasize that the purpose of the group

is for communication, and English language is just a tool for communication. Difficulty

in English should not be allowed to be a barrier to communication. Creativity is an asset;

participants should be encouraged to find other ways to communicate. In this group, I

encouraged translation and collaboration. One of three Korean students in Sessions 1 and

2had been in Canada for only three weeks and had trouble expressing herself in English.
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I encouraged the three students to speak in Korean, and finally they worked out how to

express the one's ideas in English. There were quite a few Chinese participants in the

group, who all spoke Mandarin, and I was Chinese but spoke Cantonese. When they

could not express themselves in English, even with a team effort, I would encourage them

to write their ideas in the Chinese language on the white board or on a piece of paper.

When I got the meaning, I would translate their ideas in English to the group. It took

some time but it seemed nobody minded. I think the facilitator has to constantly

emphasize the beauty of group effort that the purpose of the group is for communication,

and that language should be a tool and not a barrier. That was the culture I was trying to

create in the group, and it seemed to work.

Another issue created by the above situation is that the group facilitator has to

assign a longer time for each activity and be flexible with the planned activities.

Therefore the facilitator needs to be especially sensitive to the language issues among

paficipants; the facilitator has to watch whether each group member can follow the

group process and whether they need help to explain or express themselves.

(c) Needs of Pørtícípønts: There were two intemational participants who shared with

me explicitly that one of their major purposes in joining this group was to offer their

support, learning experiences and insights to other international students. I imagine they

felt empowered when they were able to share their successful experiences with others.

On the one hand, I see their motive as positive. However, on the other hand, if

they thought that their participation in the group was solely to offer assistance and not in

expectation of any benefit from the Broup, I suspect that they limited their learning
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opportunity. There was actually one member who had this idea quite strongly. I accepted

her in the group and I was expecting that she would find she benefited from the group in

the end. However, she did not stay till the end and did not have an opportunity to fill out

the evaluation form. She was active, involved and insightful in the group. One Canadian

guest member and I also found that she \ryas more interested to talk to Canadian guest

members than the other international student participants. She stayed from session2 tilt

session 5, which was until the last session attended by Canadian guest members. She told

me that she had just learned enough from the goup. I respected that, believing that each

participant has unique needs.

(d) Posítíve Chønges /Experíences: There were many positive things that the

international students appreciated about Canada. They particularly appreciated the

beautiful scenery, especially in the summer time, and also the greater choices in the field

of careers and greater freedom of speech. One participant especially appreciated that

friends who were already in Canada met him, and therefore he did not feel so culturally

shocked when he first came to Canada. I think his experience illustrates the point that

social support makes a difference in adjustment.

One Thai participant asked to be placed in a Thai family and was successful. She

felt very lucky, though actually she madé an appropriate effort to get what she wanted;

she asked and received. Her example illustrates that intemational students have to speak

up more. Even though they may not be asked, they have to speak up for themselves, and

can create their opportunities. In some respects, they can have control over what they
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\¡iant by asking for it. However, whether the resources are out there or not is beyond their

control.

(e) My understanding of the dynamícs between ínternøtíonøl students ønd Canadíans:

I notice that most Canadian students at the University of Manitoba lack awareness

of their roles on their "internationalized campus". This was demonstrated when one

Canadian participant, who was a science student, shared in the group that international

students have to be more forward and approach Canadians first. Canadians are supposed

to be the hosts in their country, and the hosts, I believe, should assume the role of

receiving nervcomers. However, I see that most Canadians do not take on this

responsibility. Moreover, I think most have no interest in getting to know international

students and their cultures. In addition, Canadians have a large number of choices

among each other with whom to make friends. There is no need for them to make the

effort to make friends with international students and I believe that it is always easier to

make friends with people whose cultures are closer to one's own. lnternational students

are more eager to approach Canadians than vice versa. My understanding is that there are

many needs or wants motivating international students to approach Canadians;

international students want to interact or make friends with Canadians, and it is a way to

make themselves feel accepted in the Canadian culture and in the mainstream. They also

want to get to know Canadian customs; this was also one of the reasons some

international students came to the group. Some international students may want to

practice their English with native English speakers, who happen to be Canadians. With
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this focus, most relationships between international students and Canadians run the risk

of becoming potentially one-way relationships.

ln sessions 4 and 5, I observed, and Canadian participants reported, that the

international students were more eager to talk to the Canadian participants; they tended to

face and respond to the Canadian participants more in the small group discussion.

When I asked the Canadian participants, after the group sessions, how the group

was for them, they responded that they had enjoyed the discussion. I invited them to

follow up by e-mail if they had further thoughts about the group in general or the

discussions in particular, but did not receive further responses. It would be interesting to

explore the impact of this kind of group on Canadian participants in future studies.

5.8 Questionnaire t and2

Regarding Questionnaire 1, although it was unfortunate that the post-test was not

completed in the way I had anticipated and therefore could not reflect the effect of the

interventions in the group, I believe the scores of the Self-Efficacy Scale reflected

members' general levels of beließ in their own competence. The results of their scores

matched my observations and my understanding of them in the goup. Members #2,4,6

andT were comparatively more confident than the others.

Regarding Questionnafue 2, the average stress score was 3.9 out of 10 and the

average arousal score was 4 out of 7. I think the results reflected the fact that members'

arousal levels were generally higher than their stress levels. There was no specific

correlation with any other factors such as age, gender or length of time in Canada. The
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results seemed to be related to their personalities that I got to know from their

participation in the group. However, there is no concrete evidence to support this.

5.9 Conclusion

A1l available sources of information previously mentioned gave me a very

comprehensive understanding about the kinds of support needed by international students

in their process of adjustment and adaptation. It became obvious that there is a gap

between the support provided for and the support needed by intemational students at the

University of Manitoba. The outcomes of this project show that there is a demand for a

support group for international students. Most students who had shown interest to this

group were newly arrived international students who had been in Canada less than one

year. They were students in ESL, undergraduate or graduate progïams. The common

denominator was that they needed support in the early stages after their arrival in Canada

and this help was sometimes hard to find.
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CHAPTER 6

REFLECTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

6.1 Reflections on the Literature Review

While I was doing the literature review, I found it provided comprehensive

information on international students' issues. However, on reflection, I came up with the

following concerns or reactions:

a) Sources of ínformatíon: More than half of the available literature on the issues of

intemational students is from American sources. As Canadian universities are increasing

their efforts to recruit international students and the number of international students is

actually increasing, it is important to explore whether the issues of international students

in Canada are similar to those in other counhies, and also to explore what needs to done

to respond to those issues.

b) Background of authors: It seems that most authors are from the host countries. I

am concerned about how much personal cross-cultural experience they have besides their

experiences of interacting with foreigners including intemational students. In this case, it

may be good to hear the intemational students' perspectives on the issues of intemational

students, and have them more directly involved in the investigation rather than just being

subjects.

c) Motìvøtíon to recruít ínternational students.' Besides internationalizing their

campuses, it seems to me that financial motivation is the major factor behind Canadian
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universities' recruitment of international sfudents. There is a saying in Chinese culture,

"Sowing squash, you will have squash. Sowing beans, you will have beans". That means

you will get what you intended to get. If money is indeed a primary objective,

universities generally receive greater revenues from intemational sfudents, though this

varies between institutions. However, if another goal is internationalizing Canadian

campuses and having both Canadian and intemational students benefit and enrich their

learning experience in the exchange process, some more ground work needs to be done.

Most documents from the Canadian Bureau for International Education (CBIE) and the

Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC) talk about recruitment

policies and practices, admission procedures, marketing and tuition fees. Seldom is the

information related to support services for international students. If there are some, they

are usually very brief, such as orientation programs. More comprehensive and continuing

support services are needed for both international and Canadian students. Moreover,

intercultural training programs for university personnel are needed. We cannot expect

Canadians and intemational students to automatically work well with each other without

facilitation. Consciousness-raising and education are necessary.

As international students bring significant economic benefit to both Canadian

universities and local communities, they deserve to receive greater support to help them

adjust to this new environment. The earlier they can get settled in the new environment,

the sooner they are able to play their role in bringing a positive intemational perspective

and positive diversity to the classroom.

Social support is the most important issue for international students in their initial

adjustment period. If international students become well adjusted to their lives in the
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new envirorunent, the provincial government would save a lot of resources providing

mental health services for the'þroblem" international students at a later time.

d) 'Invßíble minoríty" groups; permanent residents ønd students who øre tøking ESL

programs: While many studies address the cross-cultural adjustment issues of

intemational students, it seems that two other groups of students, who are basically

invisible, are experiencing similar adjustment challenges to international students. These

are the permanent residents (formerly called landed immigrants) and students who are

taking ESL programs. Permanent residents have to stay in Canada for at least three years

before they become citizens. ESL students come to Canada to take ESL programs for

varying amounts of time.

According to Statistics Canada, in 1997-98 there were 32,905 international

students and 50,612 permanent residents attending Canadian universities. The number of

ESL students is not documented by Statistics Canada, CBIE, or AUCC. Therefore taking

a conservative estimate, international students, permanent residents and ESL sfudents

represent at least I0 o/o of the total university population of 822,772 in 1997-98. My

concern is that the resources for support services should be directed to these three groups

ofstudents, and notjust to international students.

e) Personøl resources of ínternøtíonøl students.' The characteristics of intemational

students can serve as assets or personal resources in their coping with cross-cultural

adjustment. I found that most authors tend to focus more on the students' difficulties and

not the acquired strengths, which are their cultural backgrounds, knowledge, abilities and
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skills. It seems to me that they have not understood that one of the ways of helping is

facilitating students' access to their acquired strengths which are not "foreign" to them.

Moreover, when international students are able to use their natural abilities or

skills to cope with unfamiliar situations, it would be helpful if that could somehow be

acknowledged. This would enable them to see themselves as capable, which in turn

would lead to gteater confidence in coping. For example, at a social activity for

international students, a student from Singapore shared that when she wanted to get off a

bus, she did not know how to tell the driver because the method in Singapore is to press a

buffon. She observed and then found out that she had to pull a string. She learned by

observation Another example is of a Polish student who wanted to get to know other

Polish students at the University of Manitoba. She put up an advertisement on the notice

board at the International Centre for Students. Not long after, she got to know another

Polish student and they became good friends. She solved her problem by participation.

Besides explicit communicøtion, the learning of new cues, norlns or problem solving

methods, adjustment can also be accomplished by observation or participation. Explicít

communication, observatíon and participation are international students' acquired skills;

acknowledging their successful accomplishments can reinforce their strengths and bolster

them to face other more challenging experiences. If their success or accomplishment can

be acknowledged by others, these students would learn to acknowledge themselves.

f)Assessmentof Englíshlanguageabílíty: It is a well-known fact that the TOEFL

score is not an accurate measure of intemational students' oral comprehension and

communication skills, and written ability in the English language. Universities should
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therefore either change their admission requirements or offer some programs to help

intemational students improve their English to a functional level.

g) Somatizatíon of psychologícal problems ís ø naturøl human reøction: As Winkelman

(1994) and Khoo and Abu-Rasian (1994) state, excessive stress can induce dysfunctional

physiological conditions in different bodily systems, which can result in chronic somatic

complaints that have no clear organic basis. Therefore, somatization of psychological

problems is a natural human reaction. It does not just happen to Asians but is true of any

human being. To say that somatization of psychological problems happens more in

Asians is a stereotyped distinction. It is common to hear people, whether they are

Westerners or non-Westerners, complain of headaches or stomach aches when they are

under excessive stress. Therefore, though researchers like to make distinctions, I believe

it is untrue to imply that it is unique for international students or non-Westerners to tend

to somatize their psychological problems and express them through physiological

disorders.

However, while it is a natural human physiological reaction, its attribution may be

more critical. Some people attribute their physiological difficulties to organic processes;

some attribute those difficulties to emotional distress. While both attributions could

happen to Westerners or Non-Westemers, there could be a gradation of differences

between different ethnic groups, as well as within-group variations.

h) Acceptance of mentøl health problems: "Losing face" is originally a direct

translation of a term in the Chinese language which is used to represent the loss of
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reputation. As people used the term and passed it on, the meaning behind the term

became distorted to imply that only the Chinese are concerned with "losing face".

However, it is not only Chinese or Asians who are concerned aùout their reputations.

Westerners are also very much concerned about their reputations. I agree that there is a

stigma associated with mental health issues for Asians. However, this is also true of
'Westerners. I see that many Westerners also have trouble swallowing the stigma

associated with being identified with mental health issues, whether personally or as a

family member. There is no difference in meaning between "losing face" and negatively

affecting the reputation. Again, saying that Asians or Chinese are more concerned with

losing face is making a stereotyped distinction. It could also be that there is a gradation

difference in terms of accepting mental health problems among different ethnic groups or

among different individuals within groups, and these distinctions are not acknowledged.

i) Proøctíve øpproøch / Team øpproøch /Contínaing support progrøm: I am pleased

to hear that some universities, such as Columbia University mentioned in Chapter 2, take

a proactive approach to helping intemational students become familiar with the education

system and social customs. I especially appreciate the fact that the university offers a six-

session weekly group after the initial orientation program. This can provide students with

some continuing support while they are experiencing the initial challenges. My own

group attempted to do just that.

I also appreciate the team approach in Ilagan's Buddy Program, also mentioned

in Chapter 2. T\e program involved international students, Canadian buddies, staff and
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community volunteers in the design, implementation and evaluation of the program. As

it was participatory, everyone involved could contribute.

6.2 Recommendations

I gained valuable experience organizing this group for intemational students.

This, combined with information from the literature, has allowed me to generate the

following ideas for working with international students.

6.2.1 Group organization

a) Effectíve promotion' International students were more likely to respond

favourably to an in-person referral or recommendation rather than written information

(Appendix 7, column 8). The language and cultural barriers discussed earlier may

impede their understanding of the pulpose and format of the group and may also make it

unlikely that they would approach a stranger (the group facilitator identified in the

printed materials) to clariff any questions they might have. Though there is a place for

posters, brochures and e-mails, and these are effective ways to reach a lot of people

quickly, it may be more effective to promote a counselling group for intemational

students in a more personal manner. Two ways come to mind. Group facilitator(s) could

make brief presentations at classes, events and activities attended by international

students, and be available to answer questions afterwards. The facilitator(s) could also

advertise the group through staff who already play a significant role in the lives of these

students and with whom they may feel more at ease. These significant others could

include their ESL teachers, student advisors, counsellors in the Student Counselling and
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Career Centre and medical personnel in the University Health Service. Though this

would entail significant outreach efforts on the part of the facilitator(s), I believe it could

be a very effective way to raise awareness of and legitimize the group in the eyes of

students. The printed material could accompany the in-person information, to both

reinforce the message and to act as a reminder.

b) Pre'group sueening ínterview: Although I had planned to have individual meetings

before the start of the group these were eventually scheduled as the group progressed.

This was unfortunate. In addition to telling potential participants about the group, and

getting to know them a little, I would have become aware of their expectations of the

group and could also have dealt with some housekeeping issues. Checking the fit of

participants' needs and expectations with the overall pu{pose of the group, confirming

time commitments and reinforcing desirable group behaviours, such as punctuality, etc.,

are important issues to visit before a group begins and can reduce later problems. This of

course is an ideal scenario; all of these issues were dealt with on an on-going basis as the

group progressed. There are often difficulties in organizing pre-group meetings since

students register late or not all, simply turning up for the first session. tnsisting on pre-

registration and pre-screening would also present problems as it might mean some

students would miss the opportunity to attend. While the group process was not seriously

undermined by the lack of a pre-group screening interview, it is nevertheless suggested as

desirable.
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c) Method of evøluøtíon' Since the group was feeling rather than knowledge based, it

is hard to measure the success of the group very scientifically. Even if I had used the two

questionnaires, comparing the results between pre-tests and post-tests, I probably would

not have obtained any more reliable results. This is because there were so many variables

in the group members' lives that could affect their self-efficacy, and stress and arousal

levels. Nevertheless, all respondents indicated that they would recommend this group to

other intemational students so it would seem that they experienced something positive.

Therefore, the level of students' participation and involvement in this kind of group and

their final feedback of the group are possibly the most reliable evaluation measures of the

group.

d) suggestedformatfor ø support groupfor ínternøtíonøl students:

Based on my experience with this group, I have the following suggestions:

o d support group for intemational students should meet weekly.

o The group should consist of ten or twelve sessions of two hours each. I found that six

sessions were insufficient. More sessions would allow increased time for participants

to share and discuss a range of cross-cultural adjustment issues, and also help group

members to develop a stronger relationship with each other. When their relationships

are closer, they are more likely to support each other.

o The target population should be open to international studenrs, which include

international students and permanent residents in undergraduate and graduate

programs and students taking any ESL programs, and also welcome host students

who are interested in intemational students' issues. Having intemational students and
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host students in the group can result in greater communication between the two, and

thus more opporfunities for them to express and challenge stereotypes that

international students and host nationals have of one another. In addition, it may be

good to find some ways to recruit host students who are not from the host city

because they may share similar needs as international students, such as developing

relationships in a new environment.

Ideally, it would be good for the group to have two facilitators, with one originally

from the host country and the other one being a permanent resident or a naturalized

citizen- This arrangement hopefully would provide different perspectives, enrich the

facilitation of the goup and model to the participants how the two facilitators relate

to each other.

As the adult education literature states, adults can learn and produce more if they are

involved in the design, implementation and evaluation of their learning programs.

Martin (2000) stated that a therapist is an expert about a process, but clients are

experts about their lives. In light of this, I recommend that international students

should also be involved in the design, implernentation and evaluation of this support

goup. Counsellors should help international students contribute their knowledge and

strengths to their support group, and tailor the group to their needs. If they are not just

on the "receiving" end in the support program, they are already empowered.

The major activities of this group are sharing and discussion. Doing some

recreational or social activities together in addition can enable participants to get

another perspective on each other which hopefully can help them to develop stronger

relationships.
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It would also be good to have international student participants invite their significant

others in the host country, such as their friends, volunteers, host families, teachers or

peers from a buddy program, to join some of the group sessions or group activities.

Since there is a Peer Advisor Program at the University of Manitoba, it might be good

to include the Peer Advisors as Canadian guest members in the group. peers are

required to choose a placement and this group might become one of the options for

them. It could be a place for the peer advisors to practice what they have learned from

their program, and both international student paficipants and peer advisors would

benefit.

One of the needs identified in Intemational Conversations is that international

students need to be needed. They like to offer support and insights to other

international students. Therefore, it may be empowering to involve group members

in orientation programs for newly arrived intemational students.

Furthermore, members who have graduated from this group could play a formal

support role in the lives of other international students and also act as brokers to link

them up to other informal support systems. This might take the form of a mentor

program and expand current supports provided by host students. It might also be

helpful for the mentors to be involved in a mentor support group so that they can

continue learning how to become eflective helpers for others. I see that one of the

ways to empower international students is to help them to make practical use of their

learning experiences.
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6.2.2 Admlnistrative Support

Some of the above suggestions need a fairly well supported infra-structure.

Financial resources are often meager, and staff are already overworked. I believe there is

a need for change in administrative policy in order to provide adequately support services

for international students.

First of all, universities should consider international students, including those

with permanent residence status and those taking ESL courses, as a minority group and

have a written policy for this population. They should conduct needs assessment studies

on their campuses in order to identi$r the needs and their expectations of the students and

their utilization of general support services.

Secondly, as mentioned earlier, the TOEFL score is not an accurate measure of

intemational students' oral and written ability in the English language. Universities

should therefore use another method to measure intemational students' abilities in those

areas or offer increased support programs to help them improve their English if they

continue to use the TOEFL score as an admission requirement.

Thirdly, training programs have more recently been introducing and expanding

multi-cultural components, and such haining is now frequently required by the

registering bodies. However, many counsellors, whose training predates this, have

missed this opportunity. Therefore, administration should encourage and provide formal

and specific intercultural training for counsellors as well as teaching personnel. Cultural

differences between counsellors and international student clients, language bariers of

intemational students, and difficulty in diagnosis of students' problems because of cross-

cultural factors are barriers which may affect the effectiveness of teaching and
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counselling for international students. Intercultural training will increase counsellors,

awareness of those barriers and help them develop cultural competence, as mentioned in

Chapter 2.

Fourthly, besides having intercultural training for counsellors, it is also necessary

to provide intercultural communication workshops for both the international students and

individuals who have significant contact with them. These individuals could be host

students, teaching and administrative personnel, volunteers, host families or others who

are interested in communicating with intemational students. While the workshop could

help international students better understand their cross-cultural experiences, it could also

increase the sensitivity of these host individuals to the needs and concerns of

international students. Moreover, this kind of workshop could help both international

students and host individuals anticipate problems or opportunities in their interactions

with each other. Getting all offices and departments involved in helping intemational

students can øeate a global ethos and perspective on campus.

Fifthly, as stated in the literature (Aubrey, l99l), a close teamwork among all

staff, especially staff at the lnternational Centre for students, counsellors, medical

providers and student advisors, is needed to reduce intemational students' adjustment

problems and prevent crises more effectively. Working collaboratively and referring

when necessary provides a more cohesive support for sfudents.

Finall¡ the recruitment office should provide accurate promotional information to

the interested intemational students, and state a true picture of the necessary requirements

for success in university and the support services available on campus. As stated in the
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literature (Ying & Liese, l9g4), better pre-arrival preparation and accurate anticipation of

a new environment can facilitate adjustment.

6.2.3 Ctinical approaches and techniques

International students experience a wide variety of newly acquired roles. The role

of counsellors is to assist students to build and develop satisfuing identities and social

roles in a new environment. International students have not only to adjust to a new

culture but also to leam its salient characteristics, such as new customs, in order to live

with others more satisfactorily in a new environment.

one of the major changes international students experience is becoming ..second

language speakers" and they may experience difficulty in listening and expressing

themselves at an authentic level. Therefore, counsellors should adjust their language

level to that of the client in order to avoid a breakdown of communication. Doing so can

also give students a sense of comfort and control. Moreover, it is important to give

second language speakers sufficient time to process their experiences, their thoughts and

feelings, and also to organize their ideas, as they require more time to process both their

incoming and outgoing messages.

ln the beginning of the counselling process, counsellors should allow clients to

share their experiences and their understanding of their issues within the comfort of their

ethnic or personal cultures. westem counselling approaches tend to help clients process

their feelings and to encourage clients to take personal responsibility for their issues.

However, in the beginning counselling stage, itmay be more important for counsellors to
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respect the clients' cultural perspective in order to build the trust and rapport necessary

for contructive work in future interventions.

6.3 Conclusion

As this is close to the end of my eighth year in Canada, it is also close to the end

of this practicum research report and also close to the end of my time in Canada, at least

for the present. I think that I, in the role of an "experienced" international student, would

not feel satisfied or complete without contributing the knowledge I gained from my

cross-cultural experience to the helping profession.

I am glad to see that Canada is a nation of immigrants and a multicultural country.

Besides the immense natural resources, there is also a wealth of human resources, and a

multi-cultural population certainly makes a difference to Canada. Similarly, a multi-

cultural student body in universities can also be a very rich resource to facilitate students'

learning. However, while some of this potential has been utilized successfully by

universities and colleges, I believe that much of this rich resource has been wasted.

Canadian universities are no different from other countries in their attempt to

internationalize their campuses through the recruitment of international students. In order

for these students to successfully carry out their roles, they have to first adapt and adjust

to the new environment. If they are successful, everyone benefits.

In light of all of the ideas, thoughts and suggestions regarding working with

international students given by clinicians and researchers, and programs provided for

international students by educational institutions, I came up with the idea of developing a

support group for international students. The major purpose was to help international
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students process their adjustment experiences and access their acquired strengths, in order

to alleviate their adjustment stress and increase their confidence in their ability to cope.

Their decision to attend the group indicated that they needed help, especially in

the initial adjustment period. Their needs to process their experiences, and to

communicate and connect with others were verified by their participation and

involvement in the group. Results indicated that international students found the group

was helpful in terms of feeling more in control of their experiences and more confident to

cope. They also leamed some new ways of coping from each other.

Although international students' personal resources may have worked well in

their countries, those resources may not be enough for them to weather the new

challenges in a new environment. Moreover, their personal resources cannot change

overnight. Similarly the extemal demands are beyond their control. Therefore,

expanding and increasing their personal resources and developing their external resources

can facilitate adaptation.

In conclusion, I believe that consistent support is very important for international

students. Their adjustment and adaptation to a new country is a continuing process.

During this process, they have to face and cope with many challenges and difficulties,

and at those times, they need a source of reliable support. A support goup such as the

one conducted for this practicum is one way to provide this. The group provided a place

for international sfudents to better process their adjustment experiences. As Weaver

(1993) states, culture shock is an inevitable but natural process of cross-cultural

adjustment, which can be overcome with conscious awareness of the process and one,s

own reactions to it. Moreover, a group approach can provide the opporlunity for
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international student participants to hear others' similar experiences and realize that their

experiences are not unique. They can learn from others successful endeavors, share their

own triumphs, and solve problems together. This process can help them validate their

progress, and increase their feelings of selÊefficacy so that they can make the best of the

academic and human opportunities available to them.
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Appendix I

Ðate: May 18 - June 22, ZO0l (Friday)
Time: 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Place: Student counselling and career centre

474 University Centre
SessÍons: 6 (Once a week)
Target: International Students

Content:
@ share your adjustment experiences in can ada.
@ Learn new ways of coping
@ Discuss how to make friends including canadian füends.e Share games or activities you learned in your home countries.

InternatÍonal Conversations

If you are interested, please contact
Helina Tsang

474-8592
helina_t sang@yaho o . c om



Appendix 2

ïnternational C onversations

Suggested process of the group:
Session 1

e Getting to know each other.
ø What is the group about?
o How did you feel when you first came to Canada?o What were your experiences of settling in?

Session 2
o Reasons for coming to Canada.
ø What were your expectations of life in Canada,on both a personal and

academic level?
o Share your adjustment experiences in Canada

Session 3

o share one thing which is important to you about your home country.o Share one difficult experience you had in Canada. How did you deal
with it?

Session 4
o Discuss how to make friends including canadian friends.o How do Canadians make füends?

Session 5
o Explore canadian cultures (values, beliefs andpractices).

Session 6
o How are you going to continue your journey in canada?r Farewellcelebration.

Attendance
It is important that you attend each of the 6 sessions. For the short duration
of this group' you are asked that you make this a priority. If you are unable
to attend, please let me know as soon as you can.

Confïdentiality
o Participants are free to decide what and how much information they wish

to share with the group. Respect each other's decision.o It is natural to want to discuss the content of the group with your friends
or family, but please be careful not to reveal the names or identity
information of others in the group.



Appendix 3

fnternational C onversations

Participant InformatÍon Sheet*

Given Name: Family Name:

Sex: 

-- 
Age: Home Country:

Phone no: E-Mail:

Program at university:

Name of university:

Length of time in canada: _ No. of family members in canada:

Langua*øel Dialects: 1)--2)_ 3)

what did you do in your home country before you came to canada?

whæ do you plan do after you finish school in canada? Do you plan to go
back to your home country or stay in Canada?

How did you find out about this group?

What are your reasons for coming to this group?

what would you like from the group? Any ideas or suggestions?

xlnformation will be kept with strict confidence. (i.e. Your name or identity
information will not be disclosed.)



Appendix 4
Int ernati o nal Co nv ers øti o ns

Questionnaire I
This questionnaire is a series of statements about your personal attitudes and haits. Each
statement represents a coûtmonly held belief. Read each statement and decide to what
extent it describes you. There are no right or wrong answers. You will probably agïee
with some of the statements and disagree with others. Please indicate youi o*r, persónal
feelings about each staternent below by marking the letter that bést describ", you.
attitude or feeling. Please be very truthful and describe yourself as you really are, not as
you would like to be.

A: Disagree strongly
B : Disagree moderately

C: Neither agree nor disagree
D: Agree moderately
r: Agree shongly

_ 1. I like to grow indoor plants.

_2. 'When I make plans, I am certain I can make them work.
_ 3. one of my problems is that I cannot get down to work when I should.
_4.If I can't do a job the first time, I keep trying until I can.

- 
5. Heredity plays the major role in determining one's personality.

_6.It is difficult for me to make new friends.

-7. 
when I set important goals for myself I rarely achieve them.

_ 8. I give up on things before completing them.
_9.I like to cook.

_ 10. If I see someone I would like to meet, I go to that person.
_ 11. I avoid facing difficulties.
_lz.If something looks too complicated,I will not even bother to try it.
_ l3.There is some good in everybody.
_l4.If I meet someone interesting who is very hard to make friends with,

I'll soon stop trying to make friends with that person.

- 
15.'When I have something unpleasant to do, I stick to it until I finish it.

_16. When I decide to do something, I go right to work on it.
_17 .I like science.

- 
l8.When trying to learn something new, I soon give up if I am not initially

successful.

- 
lg.When I'm tryrng to become friends with someone who seems uninterested at first,

I don't give up very easily.

-20- 

'when 
unexpected problems occur, I don't handle them well.

_21. If I were an artist, I would like to draw children.
_22.I avoid t yrng to leam new things when they look too difficult for me.
_23. Failure just makes me try harder.

_24.I do not handle myself well in social gatherings.

_25.I very much like to ride horses.

_26.1 feel insecure about my ability to do things.
_27 .l am a self-reliant person.

-28.I 
have acquired my friends through my personal abilities at making friends.

_29.1 give up easily.

- 
30. I do not seem capable of dealing with most problems that come up in my life.



Appendix 5

trnt er n øti o n øl C o nv er s øtío n s

Questionnøire 2

The words shown below describe different feelings and moods. please use
this list to describe your feelings at this moment.

-If the word definitely describes your feelings, circle the double plus (++).
-If the word more or less describes your feelings, circle the plus (+¡.
-If you cannot decide whether or not it describes how you féel, circle the
question mark (?).
-If the word does not describe the way you feel, circle the minus (-).

Please be as honest and accurate as possible:

1. Tense
2. Nervous
3. Relaxed
4. CaIm, peaceful
5. Active
6. Vigorous (strong, full of energy)
7. Apprehensive (uneasy, worried)
8. Tired
9. Sleepy
10. Bothered
1 1. Sad, gloomy
I 2. Distressed (uncomfortable, painful)
13.IdIe,Iazy
14.Lively, stimulated
15. Cheerful
16. Satisfied
17. Alert (watchful, full awake)



Appendix 6

Evoluotion

The following is completely confidentiol. please do not sign your nome. r
wont you onswer qs honestly cs you con, becouse r do poy ottention to your
feedback in on effort to improve our services.

Whot wos most helpful obout |he group?

Wqs there onything you disliked?

Do you hove ony commenfs / thoughts qbout the group? would you chonge
cnyfhing? Any suggestions for improvenent?

would you recommend this group to other internotionql students2

Have you ottended o group before?

Tf yes, Nome of group(s)

Overall, how would you rote your experience in this group?
12345

owful avetoge good very good excellent

** Thqnk You **



Appendix 7

No Age Sex -
Male(M)
Female(F)

2l

)

Country of
origin

t8

M

J

M

20-
30

4

Botswana

længth
Of time
ln Canada

28

M

China

M

5 2t

6

Mother
tongue -
English(E)
Non-
English[N)

l0 months

Taiwan

Summary of Participant Information Sheets

23

M

5 months

Korea

F

Program -
Graduate(G)
Undergraduate(U)
EsuE)

E

I year

Saudi
A¡abia

N

2 months

7

China

27

U

N

I

Source of
information
about the group

A.ouns"tor

F

ESL

3 weeks

N

9

2 years

M

ESL

Thailand

N

belore comlng
to Canada -
Study(S)
Work(W)

ESL

F

ESL teacher

Remarks:
1. * Direct quotation from the participant Information Sheet.
2. Student No. 8 was not willing to fill up the participant Information sheet.3' Student No. 9 was never able to come for the individual interview and did not fill in the participant Information Sheet.

N

Iran

ESL teacher

ESL

l0 months

S

Mexico

Future plan -
Stay(S)
Backhome(B)
Not sure(N)

U

A friend

S

4 months

N

w

3 weeks

Poster

B

Reason of coming to the
goup*

w

N

The
facilitator -
We met at
ICS

N

G

N

N

S

Sharing ideas w"itb
others.

G

B

S&V/

Communicate with
other students.

ESL

E-mail
newsletter
from ICS

Expectations from this group*

Meet friends and
practice my Enelish.

B

E-mail
newsletter
from ICS

I want to meet a lot of
international students
including Canadians
and speak with them.

S

w

ESL teacher

Support for fellow
nationals.

Meet with new people
and see new ideas.

I like to play and I hope
there are many chance to
go to plav.

s&w

I am glad to meet
different people who
come from different
places and share what
we know, such as

cultures, languages and
interests.

B

Share experiences or ideas
w.ith each other.

S

S

I would like to share
my experience in
Canada.

To be more informal.

It is a good opporfunity to
communicate with people
in English.

x. rs Refused to fill up the information sheet.

*( * Never able to make to the individual interview.

I would like to hear others'
experiences.
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Summary of Results
o estionnaires I and 2

No. Self-Efficacy
Highest:115

Stress
Highest: 10

Arousal
Highest:7

I 66 6 a
J

2 9t 5 4
a
J 75 a

J 6
4 9s 6 2
5 87 0 7
6 90 6 6
7 9t I 0
8

9

Average 85 3.9 4

Remarks:
Scoring of Questioruraire 1: Seven items (1,5,9,13,17,21,25) are filler items and are not
scored. After items presented in a negative fashion (3,6,7,8,r1,14,1g,20,22,24,26,29,30)
are reverse-scored, the scores for all items are summed. Before reverse-scoring, the
answers are keyed as follows: Þl,B=2, C:3, D:4, E:J. The higher the score is, the
higher the self-efficacy expectations are.

Scorine of Ouestionnaire 2: The respondent rates each adjective in terms of the intensity
of his or her feelings about the adjective. For the positive adjectives, the double-plus anã
plus ratings are scored I and the question mark and minus ratings are scored 0. For the
negative adjectives the question mark and minus ratings are 1 and the plus and double
plus ratings are scored 0. The stress subscale consists of six negative adjectives
(1,2,7,10,1I,12) and four positive adjectives (3,4,15,16). The arousal subscale consists of
four positive adjectives (5,6,14,17) and three negative adjectives (8,9,13). Scores are the
sum ofnegative and positive adjectives. Stress scores range from 0 to 10; arousal scores
range from 0 to 7. Higher scores reflect more stress and arousal.
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Session Plan - Session I

Objectives
o To give facilitator and participants the opportunity to get to know each other.
o To help participants to understand the purpose and the process of the group.

c To encourage participants to share their initial feelings and experiences in
Canada.

Process
l. Introduce myself and explain mv role in the eroup

o Introduce my name, my background in Canada, my practicum at the Student

Counselling and Career Centre, and my practicum research on group counseling

with international students.
o My role in the group is a facilitator. As a facilitator, my jobs are to organize this

group including recruitment and planning for each group session, and to facilitate
group members to share their experiences, feelings and coping strategies and to
encourage group members to generate new ways of coping.

e Get to know each other
o Get the group members to pair up.
c Introduce themselves to their partners and prepare for their partner to share their

information with the whole group.
o Each pair introduces his/ her partner to the whole group. The partner can add

more information as he/ she wishes.

2. Discuss the pumose and the process of the group

o Explain the content and the process of the group (Handout I e'Ð.
o Answer members' questions and invite suggestions.

3. Discuss sround rules and housekeepinq business
o Discuss the importance of Attendønce and Confidentiality.
o Let members know how to contact me outside the group sessions (i.e. Call me at

the Student Counselling and Career Centre or send me e-mails.). It is expected

that mernbers inform me as soon as they can if they are not able to come for any
session.

4. How did you feel when you first came to Canada?

o Encourage group members to share their personal feelings when they first came to
Canada.

5. How were your experiences of settling in?
o Encourage group members to share their experiences of settling in.

6. Individual interview
o Make appointments with each group member for an individual interview before

the second group session. The major purpose of the interview is to explore the

group members' concerns about the group and get them to do two pre-group
questionnaires.
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Session Recording - Session 1

Date: May 18,2001 (Friday)
Time: 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Place: Group Room 1, Student Counselling and Career Centre

4T4University Centre
Present: 1l participants (5 female and 6 male)

Process

o As planned.

8. Get to know each other
o The format was as planned.
ø Most members shared this information: their names, where they are originally

from, how long they have been in Canada, what they have done before coming tã
Canada, what they are doing now and what programs theyplan to do in future.

e These 11 members are from 8 different counhies including Korea, China,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Turkey, Mexico and Botswana.

e 5 members have been in Canada for less than2 months and the other 6 members
have been here from 10 months to 2 Yz years.

o 2 members have worked as professionals many years in their home countries
before they came to Canada: one was a military officer for 6 years and the other
one was a medical doctor for 18 years. The other 9 members did not mention
their previous work experience.

o 6 members are doing ESL programs. The other 5 are taking university progïams:
3 in undergraduate and 2 in graduate programs.

o Among the 6 members who are doing ESL program,4 planto go into professional
programs in university after finishing their ESL program, I plans to go back to his
home country and I did not mention what he is going to do. The professional
programs the 4 members plan to do are Intemational Trade, Computer Science,
Fine Art and Business Administration respectively.

c One member shared that the reason she is doing Computer Science is because she
perceives that her English is not adequate enough to do other programs that
require more English.

9. Discuss the pumose and the process of the eroup
o Distributed Handout 1 and 2. Discussed the purpose and the process of the group

as planned. One member suggested that the group should do some activities
together other than the group sessions. Another member supported the idea. The
facilitator agreed to come back to this idea in the next few sessions and
encouraged members to think about it. [The facilitator did not want to side track
the focus of this group session.] The facilitator also encouraged members to look
at Handout 2 more seriously and think about whether the suggested process of the
group is acceptable.

10. Discuss eround rules and housekeepine business
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Discussed the importance of Attendance and Confidentíality (Handout 2) as
planned.

Let members know they can contact facilitator at 474-8592 at the Student
counselling and career centre on wednesday and Friday, or by e-mail:
helinajs an q@)'aho o. com

s Obtained members consent for taping. Explained that the pu{pose of taping is to
document the group discussion. The documentation of the group sessionis pu.t of
the information for my practicum research for my Master's in Counselling. ¡The
facilitator chose audio taping for this first group session because audio{aping is
perceived to be less threatening than video taping. When group members feel
more at ease in the group, the facilitator will suggest video taping.]

11. How did you feel when vou first came to Canada?
Members who are from,A.sia shared as follows:

I wøs full of confidence beþre I came here. When I first arrived in Vancouver
Airport, I was shocked, culturally shocked, I did not even understand a word in
Englísh. People had dffirent colours.
Ifelt very disappointed. I came in March and it was too cold. It still snowed.
Ifelt (found it) dfficult tofind a job of my profession.
I came in August and I felt Winnipeg was very beautiful. I fett that compared with
China, there is a lot of opportunity here;people can take up jobs and tlm is based
on their ability but not on their relationship with the people-in-charge. People
also have greøter freedom of speech. lThis member had trouble expressing her
ideas in English and finally got one member to translate for her. The facilitator
encouraged translation and helping each other.]
There is only one culture in Korea. I was surprised about the diversity of the
population in Canada. I also saw dísabled people walking on the street, and I did
not see this ín Koreø. [This member wanted to express more but did not know
how to say it in English. The facilitator encouraged her to tell the group more
when she figures out how to say it.]
I felt (found it) dfficult and confused because I did not understand the English. I
was told that my Englßh would improve a lot in a yeqr. I did one year in ilt" ZSf
program and participated with a lot of groups similar to this one. I practiced and
practiced, and now my English has improved a lot. From then on, I told qnyone
whom I htow has dfficulty in English not to worry. By practice their English witl
improve. [The facilitator commented that this member,s sharing was very
encouraging.]

Members from Middle East shared as follows:
I took three flights to come to winnipeg and I felt I was very far from my home
country. Before I came, I told myself that I have to adapt, I have to speak English,
I hqve to leørn and get educøtion, and I have to find my tife. I felt life -oi u"ry
dfficult at the beginning. I didn't like the rules tn the resídence on campus. Now
I get used to it ønd Ifeel better.
I felt Winnipeg was a village. I stayed in Toronto for a yeør. I did not feet
shocked (The member prior to this one shared that he was shocked, cultuially

o

a

c
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shocked.) because I hqve friends in Toronto. [The facilitator commented that
friend makes a difference.l

ø one came to lhe group for the last I5 minutes and did not have a chance to share
his initialfeelings in Canada.

One member from Central America shared as follows:
ø I felt cold when I first came here. I came ín late April thís year. I feel it is much

colder here than in my home countty.

One member from Afüca shared as follows:
o I like the weather here in summer. I came in September. But it is too cold here.

The coldest-temperature I experienced is 45ò and the hottest temperature I
experienced in my home country is +35C.

e We did not have time to discuss this item and will talk about it in the next session.
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Session Plan - Session 2

Objectives
c To give participants the opportunity to get to know each other more and feel

comfortable sharing their experiences and feelings.
o To enable participants to realize that they are not alone in their adjustment

experiences and their related feelings.
e To help participants to become to get in touch with their feelings.

Special Materials
o I world map.
e I big paper boat.
c I time schedule sheet for individual meeting.
o A cake.

Process
l. Welcome new group members

o Pass Handout I &, 2 to new group members. Encourage them to contact the
facilitator for more information"about th" first group session.o Get members consent for taping, and pass a consent form to each group member.
Again, explain the purpose of the taping is for documentatiori of the group
discussion. The documentation of the gto"p sessions is part of the information for
my practicum research of my Master's in Counselling. At the end of the group,
the tape will be erased.

2. Get to know each other
o Ask group mlmbers to share 1) their names, 2) which country they are from and

3) How they feel today
3. Review last session

c Members who came for the first sessions are asked to divide into three groups.
New members are equally assigned to the three groups. Each group will take turns
to give one word that is related to each of the following inõrmätion of the last
group session to the whole group:

- What countries are group members from?
- What do group members do in Canada?
- How did group members feel when they first came to canada?c The group that provides most words will win the game.

c The facilitator will tink up and summarize information group members provide in
the game.

4. Housekeepine
o The 8loup is open for new members till the second group session. Intemational

students with special circumstances may be considered. For example, one
participant from Nigeria, Africa showed interest to the group several weeks ago
and is arriving Winnipeg tomorrow. We will let her in.c Check with group members if the group time schedule from l:00 to 2:30 pm is
good for the majority. Time flexibility is possible.
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Share a world map with the group.
Explain the functio_n of the paper boat: Members are encouraged to put their
names, the names of their home countries or any feelings or thoufhts thaicome to
mind when they come to the group. The boat is used as a symbol ortn" group.
Recall one group member's suggestion of doing some activities togeth"r. ert fo,
further suggestions.
Prepare games or activities from your home country: Invite two members to
prepare games or activities for the next session. Each game or activity should be
completed in 20 minutes. These two members should let facilitator know the
game or activity two days before the next session.
Remind group members to make an appointment with the facilitator for an
individual meeting for about 30 to 60 minutes next week. The purpose of the
individual meeting is to get to know more about what each individual's needs and
wants from the group and also to ask them to complete a questionnaire. pass a
time schedule sheet to the group and ask group mãmbers to choose a time slot
suitable for them.
Suggest group members take turns to prepare food /snack for the gïoup. Invite
two members to prepare food for the next session.

o Encourage group members to come to 'the boat' five or ten minutes earlier so that
the boat can launch at 1:00 pm sharp.

c Each of the three groups shares their experiences of settling in within their small
group.

o Each small group presents the content of their sharing to the whole group.o Facilitator will link up and summarize alltheir sharing.
ins to And

life in a
o Members are encouraged to

and to respond to each other.
share the above information with the whole group

4.

t?

ic

5.

6
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Session Recording - Session 2

Date: May 25, 2001 (Friday)
Time: 1:15 pm - 2:30 pm fMost members came after 1:00 pm.]
Place: Group Rooml, Student Counselling and Career Centre

4T4University Centre
Present: 12 pafücipants (5 female and 7 male) (5 old and 7 new members; among the 7
new members, 6 from Asia and I from South America)

Process
1. 'Welcome new group members

c As plarured.
2. Get to know each other

ø The facilitator introduced herself to the group and explained her role as the
facilitator in the group.

o Got the group members to pair up. They introduced themselves to their partners
and then their partners introduced them to the whole group.

c Most members shared this information: their names, where they are originally
from, how long they have been in Canada, what they have done before coming to
Canada, what they are doing now and what programs they plan to do in future.

o One member said the reason he chose Winnipeg is that V/innipeg is located in the
centre of Canada. It was convenient for him to travel and study at the same time.
He already traveled to the West last July and plans to travel to the North (i.e.
Churchill) this July.

c One member worked 12 hours a day, six days a week for the past year before he
came to Canada. He wanted to take a break from work. As English is very
important in his home country (i.e. Korea), he studies English.

o 6 out of 7 new members are doing ESL programs. One of the common reasons
for coming to this group is to practice their spoken English. The other member is
doing his post-doctorate program in Electrical Engineering.

o One old member left and his reason for leaving earlier was making a long distance
call to his family. [The facilitaror will follow up this.]

3. Consent for tapine
c Explained the purpose of taping and got their consent.

4. Housekeepine
o The facilitator shared with the group members that three members gave notice

that they were not able to come and the other three members did not give any
notice and did not come. The facilitator emphasized the importance of attendance
and encouraged members to give notice if they are not able to come.

o GrouP members agreed that the group starts at 1:00 pm. The facilitator explained
that the group is very big and it will take time to take turns to share and discussed.
The facilitator, therefore, asked whether the group members are open to have the
group session till 3:00 pm and they agreed.

o Shared a world map with the group.
o Asked group members the meaning of "in the same boat". Feedbacks were as

follows: in a similar situation, oversea experience, in the same class and traveling
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together. The facilitator agreed with all and further explained that "in the same
boat" is usually used to describe people in a similar situation and that they
experience similar challenges or difficulties. [The facilitator has not explained the
functions of the paper boat.l

o Recalled one group member's suggestion of doing some activities together and
asked for further suggestions. The same member suggested that the group could
go to the park together. There was no feedback from the group. The facilitator
supported the idea, and helped group members recall some of the members' ideas
of the beauty of summer in Winnipeg, and encouraged members to do some
outdoor activities in the summer.

e Explained the pu{pose of individual meeting and passed a sign-up time sheet.
5. How did )¡ou feel when you first came to Canada?

e The facilitator invited the old members to recall what they shared last session and
shared their experiences and feelings with the new group members again. They
shared more quickly and smoothly this time. The facilitator conr¡¡ented on this
and gave the reason that they were more experience in sharing and expressing
themselves.

o Members who are from Asia shared as follows:
o I was quite nerttous when I first came to Canada. The host father in the

hostfamíly made me more nerl)ous. [She could not explain fuither how he
made her nervous.l The host parents argued a lot. They also argued loud
when I already went to bed. I moved to another home stay family the next
month. I like the new place. [The facilitator emphasized her experience
and also encouraged her to report to ICS.]

o I cqme in February and I felt very cold here. I did not like the food and
the life at the home stay family. Two months later, I moved to my own
apartment ønd Ifeel better now.

o I was very nervous and I could not sleep because this was my first trip out
of the country. I was very disøppoínted at the Vancouver Airport because
I did not understand the Englßh on the phone and I could not phone
home.

o I like the advanced technology in Cønada.... I like the diversity of
populations ín Winnipeg....... [The facilitator commented that V/innipeg
is a city with the most diverse population in Canada.l I miss my wife very
much.

o One member from South America shared as follows:
o I was very happy to come to Canada. I visited Quebec in 1995. I tike

Cønada very much. It is beautiful here.
6. Share offood/ snack
Shared a homemade cake with the goup. Invited two group members to share food/
snack next time. Emphasized that it is not compulsory and it does not have to be
expensive.
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Session Plan - Session 3

[Most of the contents of session 3 are the same as the plan for session 2 since 7 new
members came and 6 old members did not come for different reasons.]

Objectives
o To give participants the opportunity to get to know each other more and feel more

comfortable to share their experiences and feelings.
o To enable participants to realize that they are not alone in their adjustment

experiences and their related feelings.
ø To help participants become to get in touch with their feelings.

Special Materials
o A world map.
o A big paper boat.
o A time schedule sheet for individual meeting.
o Snack/ Drink sign-up Sheet

Process
1. Summarize the process of the eroup for the last two weeks

e Talk about the group experience of having almost two different groups for the
first and second sessions. Invite members to share how they feel about the group
to the group.

o Summanze the information the facilitator received from the individual meeting.
Share the facilitator's appreciation of getting to know the members, un¿
encourage members to share more about their ideas, thoughts and feelings with
the whole group when they feel comfortable.

o Re-introduce the function of the paper boat: Members are encouraged to put their
names, the names of their home countries or any feelings or thoughts come to
mind when they come to the group. The boat is used as a symbol of rhe group).

2. Get to know each other's name
c Icebreaker: getting to know each other. The facilitator explains the process: The

facilitator states her name and asks the member next to her to repeat her name
before the member introduce hislher name to the group. For example: "Hello
everyone. My name is Helina." Tlte next member will say, "Hello Helina. My
nøme is Mary." And then the next one will say, "Hello Helina and Mary. My
name is Peter. " The same pattern continue until all members have said hello and
introduced themselves to the whole group.

o fOptional] lntroduce the second game: Throw a cushion to a member when one
member is saying hello. For exømple: "Hello Mary. I am peter." vflhile Mory
is throwíng a cusltion to Joltn, Mary will say, "Hello John. I am Mary."

3. Housekeepine
c Inform the group that the participant who planned to join the group is not able to

come because he is not in Winnipeg yet due to a flight change.
o Discuss the meeting time and place based on the information members share in

the individual meeting.
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ø Recall one group member's suggestion of going to a park together. Follow up onthis suggestion; ask group members if thef wolld hk; to mJet ut ring;, park for
one group session and have lunch together.

e Prepare games or activities from your home country: Ask for two members to
prepare games or activities for the next session. Each game or activity should be
completed in 20 minutes. These two members should let the facilitatár know the
game or activity two days before the next session.o Remind those group members who have not had an individual meeting with thefacilitator to stay behind after the session, and make an appointmeni with the
facilitator for an individual meeting for 30 to 60 minutes next week. The purposeof the individual meeting is to get to know each individual's needs and wants
from the group more and also to ask them to fill out a questionnaire. pass a time
schedule sheet to the group and ask group member to choose a suitable time slot.

+.
o Each of the three groups shares their experiences of settling in within their smallgroup.
o Each small group presents the content of their sharing to the whole group.o Facilitator will link up and summari ze all their sharing.

it
evel?

o Members are encoutaged to share the above information with the whole group
and to respond to each other.

7. Watch a video
o The video is called Cold Water - Intercultural Adiustment and Values Conflict ofForeign students and schorars at qn American uiiversíty.o Watch the video for the first 10 minutes if time allows. The first ten minutes ofthe video are about the initial adjustment experience of foreign students at an

American university.
o Invite members to share their reflections on the video.

o Appreciate the two members, contribution.
o Encourage members to take turns to share. circulate a sign_up sheet _ two

members prepare food at a time.

6.

8.

10
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Session Recording - Session 3

Date: June 1, 2001 (Friday)
Time: 1:10 pm - 2:35 pm
Place: Group Room 1, Student Counselling and Career Centre

4T4University Centre
Present: 9 participants (4 female and 5 male) (8 continuing and 1 new members)

Process
1. Get to know each other

o We completed the first game as planned.
o Welcomed a new group member who had contacted the facilitator a few weeks

ago but was not able to come for the first two sessions. This member is from
China and is doing ESL at U of M.

2. Summarize the process of the qroup for the last two weeks
e As planned.

3. Housekeepine
o As planned.
e Since one group member has class from 2:30 pm, we decide to finish the group at

2:30 pm, and that member will leave at2:20 pm.

4.
e The format was as planned.
o The first group focused more on the issues of one member regarding homestay

and her sharing was as follows:
o Had a good experience in homestay for 2 months and then moved to an

apartment.
o Because this member is Thai, she requested that ICS placed her with a

Thai family, and she got it. (The homestay mother is Thai and the father
is Canadian.) She felt very lucky. She said that she got to know
everything she needed from that family.

o Felt very excited in the first 1lz month. Felt time went by very quickly.
Felt hard (found life hard) after that because she had to face the difficuliy
of learning English.

o The second group focused more on the theme of challenge in communicating in
English and two people shared as follows:

o Met the host family at the airport. He could say "you" and "I" only. Both
the father and the mother of the host family shared a lot about Canada to
him, he did not understand much.

o The homestay family put up a sign of this member's name at the airport.
That was how this member started his life in a homestay family. He
experienced similar difficulties as the previous member.

o The third group focused more on loneliness and shared as follows:

11
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o One member stayed in a homestay family. The food did not satisfy her
appetite and she felt hungry. She also felt lonely at night. She went to a
English speaking church and met Canadian, but did not understand
English much and found it hard to express herself.

o Another student did not like the food served by the homestay family. The
family always made pasta which he did not like. He would throw it to the
garbage when the family did not see it.

e Members in their small group tended to talk about their factual experience of
settling in Canada. Thereþre when they shared the other member's experience,
they could not tell how the other member felt during his/ her experience. The
føcilitator asked for the feelings of their experiences and helped them understand
themselves and each other at a deeper level.

Watch a video
. The format was as planned.
c The group had the following feedback:

o Felt related to the video especially about feeling excited during the first
few months and finding time go by quickly.

o 'Was excited in the first two weeks. [The facilitator commented that that
\¡/as a honeymoon period.] After the two weeks, she felt scared because
she did not know the language (English) well, especially for listening.

o One member also brought up that it is hard to make füends with
Canadians and she asked if any one in the group has Canadian füends.
One member responded that he has one Canadian friend. This member
visited his Canadian friend once a week and his friend teaches him
English. When this member wanted to buy a big bag of rice, he asked his
Canadian füend for a ride. [The facilitator responded that his Canadian
friend was very helpful for him. Actually I wønted to challenge him: (I)
what he does for his Canadian friend in return; (2) Isthìs Canadian friend
really a friend to him, but I said nothing. I told the members that we
would discuss this topic in the next session.]

Share food/ snack prepared by one member
o As planned.
c Forgot to circulate the sign-up sheet.

6.

t2
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Session Plan - Session 4

Objectives
e To help participants (Intemational students and Canadian guest members) to

better understand what friends are and the qualities good füends have.
e To give international students and Canadian guest members the opportunity to

share their ideas and ways of making friends, and also have intemational students
share their experiences of making friends with Canadians and to have Canadians
share their experiences of making friends with international students.

Process
1. Introduction

e Welcome guest members (Canadian students).
o Explain the purpose of having Canadian students as guest members for this group

session: Intemational students and Canadian students can exchange their ideas of
how to make friends. Emphasize the importance of being sincere and open in
their sharing.

o Each participant introduces their name, their host country and what
to the whole group.

2. Reminders

they are doing

t Emphasize the importance of punctuality. From now on, group session will start
on time, at 1:00 pm.

n Emphasize the importance of responsibility. If any participants are not able to
come or will be late, they are expected to contact the facilitator before the
appointment time. Participants can contact the facilitator either by calling the
Student Counselling and Career Centre or sending an email to the facilitator, and
leaving a message.

c Members who have not met with the facilitator
individual meeting after this group session.

o Explain the function of the boat: Participants can
countries, and any of their thoughts or feelings when

3. Good qualities of a friend
o International student participants are divided into groups of three or four.

Canadian students are equally distributed among the groups.
o Participants are asked to think about five good qualities of one of their close

friends and write them down on a piece of paper. They then share this good
qualities within their small group.

o Each small group is asked to summarize the good qualities they have found
among their close friends and prepare to present their findings to the large group.

4. I am eood at.....
c Participants are asked to pair up.
o Each pair shares with each other one thing he / she is good at.
o Each participant introduces what their partner is good at to the large group.

5. What is a friend?
o Participants are asked to brainstorm their ideas of what a friend is.

6. How to make friends?

are asked to sign up for an

put down their names, home
they come to the group.

13
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o Participants are divided into small groups of three or four. Canadian students are
equally distributed among the groups.

o Each small group discusses the following two questions:
o How do you make füends in your host country?
o What are your experiences þositive or negative) of making friends with

international students (for Canadian students) or Canadian students (for
international students) ?

e Each small group presents the summary of their sharing to the large group.
7. Introduction of the next eroup session

e Members are asked to think about what aspects or areas of Canadian culture they
would like to discuss about in the next session.

ø Members are asked to write down their ideas on paper, and give the paper to the
facilitator.
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Session Recording - Session 4

Date: June 8, 2001 (FridaÐ
Time: l:00 - 2:45 pm
Place: Group Room 1, Student Counselling and Career Centre

4T4University Centre
Present: 10 international students and 3 Canadian guest members

Note: Thís session started at I:00pm sharp. Two students were late; one was about 5
mínutes and the other was 15 minutes late. With the stimuløtion of Canadian students,
the group was more dynamic and interactive. We had a very good discussion. In the
small group discussion, Cønadian students became informøl group leaders; that meøns
internationøl students tended to talk more to Canadian students. These could be
because: I) Canadian students spoke and listened more easily in Englísh language; 2)
International students wanted to practice their Englísh with Canadian students; 3)
International students are more interested in Canadian culture/ customs.

Process
1. lntroduction

o As planned.

2. Housekeeping
o As planned.
o Explained the function of the boat and encouraged group members to put down

their names, names of their home countries and any of their thoughts or feelings
when they come to the group. Most international students put down their names
and names of their host country only.

3. Good qualities of friends
o It went as planned.
a o the ities from the three different erou are as follows:
Group I Group 2 Group 3
Easv soins Supportive Same hobbies
Generous Sharing emotions Willing to spend time for

us.Trustworthy Peaceful
Dependable Active Can talk about personal

things; have quality time
together.

Honest Lovely
Fussy (detail) Good listener
Cute Energetic
Humorous Compassionate
Caring Understanding
Helptul
Respectful

In restrospect, I could have processed the particþants' responses more.
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4. I am qood at..........
o It went as planned.
e Responses were as follows:

o She is a fun person.
o He is open for discussion and likes to share ideas.
o She is good at listening.
o He is kind-hearted.
o He is friendly.
o She loves music and dance, and personal relationship.
o He is helpful and humanistic.
o He likes to make jokes and share with friends,
o She likes to share information.
o He is respectful and can maintain good relationship.
o He is energetic and active.
o He is good at overcoming difficulties.
o She likes making friends from different cultural background and leaming

different cultures.

5. What is a friend?
c The responses were as follows:

o Someone you can share experiences with.
o Someone you like and you can trust.
o Someone you can talk to and pour out your heart.
[I could hqve asked if someone who does not meet these criteria be your
friend. I could then have illustrated the idea that there are many kinds of
relationshíp.J
o We can be friends with any humans, animals, nature, the world and

ourselves.
o A friend in need is a friend indeed.

6. How to make friends?
. The format was done as planned except each small goup did not present the

summary of their ideas to the large group. Instead of each small group making a
surnmary, the large group shared together.

o Two questions were discussed. The discussion is as follows:
(A). How do you make friends in your host countrv?
A member from Saudi Arabia: We eat together. lVe share food with our fríends. Even
though we don't høve money, we have sandwich and we would share hatf of it with our
friend.
A Canadian: We also líke to eat together with ourfriends.

A Canadian: We makefriends in school. Ifound that there are some similaritíes; no
matter which country people are from, they make friends during social interactions.
The dffirence is that when people come to a new country, they have to start over
again.

An African: We makefriends when weplay together.
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An Afücan: We make friends eøsily. When I see somebody I think I can make friends
with, then I would go.
A Canadian; It takes a long time for Asians to make friends. However, Canadians give
nøme to people as friends easily.
An African:. The more time we spend together, the morefriendship we can develop.
An kanian; It is not dfficult in møkingfriends. It depends on individual personality.
A Thai: We makefriends when we go to school. We have to introduce ourselves all over
again when coming to a new country.
A Canadian: We makefriends from elementary and high school to university. We would
keep the samefriends.

A Canadian: I found that international students have to be more forward; they have
to approach Canadians first.
A Chinese from China: We spend a long time together beþre we becomefriends.

A Chinese from Taiwan: I agree.
A Chinese from China: It is easier þr Canadian students to make friends because they
have a lot offree time. Students tn China don't have that muclt time because they study
all the time.
A Thai: It is easy to make friends wíth Canadíans in a surface level. However, it is not
easy in a deeper level because they do not trust each other. For Thai, when they consider
each other friends, they can do, share and talk with each other for anything. However,
Cønadians concern their own benefit more.
A Canadian: I agree. Canadians make friends easily but not in a deeper level.
Canadians are very indivìdualistic. They tell their friends whst time their friends can
call them and they do not like to be interrupted.
A Korean: We make fríends almost the same way as Canadians. However, our manner
is dffirent. we never pay for ourselves only. cønadians like to go dutch.
A Chinese from China: We treat each other no matter we are close or distancedfriends.
The facilitator Let's get back to the Thai. She said that it is hard to go into ø deeper level
of relationship with Canadiøns. Is it hard for you because of dffirent cultures? [I am
not sure what she meant.l
A Thai: Asian countries are communist countrìes. We are close, but sometimes it could
be annoying.
A Canadian: I wonder if it is related to population. [I thintrs she meant density.J A
Canadian friend of mine just came back from Europe said there is so much room in
Canada compared with the space in Europe. In Canada, we have to depend on ourselves
and do not depend on others because people live so far from each other. I wonder Ìf
people do not have muclt boundary and they live so close together.
The facilitator: Are you sayîng thøt physical distønce makes people more distanced
emotionølly? [The facilítator moved her chair closer to that Canadian, ønd asked if that
made herfeel closer together. And then thefacílitator øsked the participqnt to move their
chair one step closer.J* I could have processed more on this part and found out if
physical distance really makes any difference.
An Afücan: We get to lcnow the people from our extended family more and we become
friends.
A Canadian: We met people from school more qnd then become friends. We keep
opening up.
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The facilitat or : Are you fri ends fro m y our exten ded fomily ?
Another African: Ies.
One of the three Canadian guest members said that she keeps close contact with her
extended family because of her Mennonite family background. The other two Canadians
do not keep close contact with their extend family.
A Canadian; Some don't see keeping contact with extended family as a priority.

(B) What are your experiences of making friends with Canadians as international
students or making friends with international students as Canadians?

A Chinese from China: I have two Canadiøn friends; I am not sure if they are really
friends. I have dfficulty in English language in class. Ifind øfemale student to help me
with English ín a class. I want to make sure if I can understand the English in class. I
meet with this Canadian student beþre and after class. We talk to eaclt other. We like to
shøre information [The facilitator asked her experience of making friend with this
Canadian student.] She is helpful. My experience is posítive. The girl is interested in
Asiqn culture. The second one is my buddy I got to lcnow from ICS. I talk with her once
a week. We talk about hobbies. We go out together sometimes. [The facilitator asked
her the reasons for making Canadian füends.] I really want to møke friends with
Canadîans and I want to get along with Canadian culture. I am not sure about their
lífestyle. They gave me phone numbers and I am not sure íf I could call them. l'1he
facilitator asked how she could find out.l I don't call them untíl they call mefirst.

A Canadian guest member spoke for a member from Saudi Arabia first: We had the same
problem here, but we could not come up with any solution yet.
A member from Saudi Arabia: When Canadians told me to cøll them or come over for
supper. I am not sure if they are serious about it.
A Chinese from China: Canadians are just being polite.
A Canadian: If the invitation has a certain date and time, it is more certaín.
A Chinese from China: A friend of my homestay mother's told me, "See you lqter." I
waíted and waited, and he never came back. Some Canadíans said, "Come over." But I
am not sure if they really mean it or not. A Cqnadianfinally told me that it is just being
polite.
A Canadian: I have been to China. Chinese are being polite too. When they accept an
invitation and respond, "I come." But tltey don't show up. [Two Chinese agreed with it.
The facilitator commented: When Canadians make an invitation, they may not mean it.
When Chinese receive an invitation, they may not mean it too. We have to understand
the others' cultures more. We will talk about Canadian culture more next session. If you
have any ideas of aspects or areas of Canadian culture you would like to discuss in the
Broup, send me an e-mal.
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Session PIan - Session 5

Objectives
o To enable participants (International students and Canadian guest members) to

better understand the diversity of culture in the world.
o To increase international students' awareness between the differences of cultures

in Canada and their home countries.

Process
1. Introduction

o Welcome Canadian guest members.
o Explain the purpose of having Canadians as guest members for this group session:

Intemational students and Canadians can explore some aspects of Canadian
cultures together. "Culture is what makes one country look special and different
from other countries." For Canadians, Canadian culture may not be seen that
special until they are told that it is different from other countries by foreigners.
International students may feel excited or uneasy or ambivalent because some
things (values, beliefs and practices) are different from those in their home
countries. Therefore it is good to identify and to be aware of the differences, and
then intemational students can make a conscious choice about them.

n Emphasize the importance of being sincere and open in their sharing.
o Participants introduce themselves to the group by name, country of origin, what

they are doing and how long they have been in Canada to the whole group.

2. Housekeepins
o This is the fifth session of International Conversations. There will be two more

sessions. We will be talking about the challenges of adjusting to life in Canada
and discussing some new ways of coping next session.

o How would you like to celebrate the end of the group? Ask participants to think
about it, and we will discuss it more next time.

o Encourage members to put down their names, names of their home countries, and
their thoughts and feelings on the boat when they come to the group.

3. How much do you know about the people of Canada?
o Participants are divided into three groups. Canadians are equally distributed

among the groups.
o Each group is asked to work on the following exercise (Berish & Thibaudeau,

1997) (Handout 3) together:

llhat do you think is typical of people in Cønada? Onbt internationøl students work
on this exercise together. Canadian guest members are expected to observe their
discussion and to explain the statements when needed.
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Predict whether theþllowing statements are true(T) orfalse(F).

The average Canadian adult:
1. woman is 160 cm (5 feer 3 inches) tall (T)
2. man is 180cm (5 feet 9 inches) tall (F) 170cm, ot 5,7,,
3. has a 30 percent chance of remaining single (T)
4. woman marries at23 years of age (F) 25 years old
5. man marries at 28 years of age (F) 27 years old
6. has two children (T)
l. shares housework equally with his or her spouse (F) woman spends 3 hours,

man spends t hour
8. spends a third of his or her income on housing (T)
9. sleep 7 hours pernight (F) 8 hours
10. drives about I hour to get to work (F) half an hour
I l. has a one-in-four chance of being a crime victim (T)
12. has a high-school education (T)
13. participates in recycling programs at home or work (T)
14. lives on a farm or in the country (F) more likely a city
15. participates in competitive sports (F) exercise or physical fitness
16. is confident about his or her economic future (F) feel pessimistic
17. is an immigrant or first-generation Canadian (T)
18. feels patriotic about canada (F) proud of country, but not patriotic
19. votes in local and federal elections (T)
20. tries to eat healthy food (T)

Discuss a few aspects of culture in Canada and vour host countrv
o Participants are divided into three small groups according to their interests.

canadian guest members are equally distributed among the small groups.
e Each small group will discuss two of the following aspects of culture (Handout 4)

in each group member's home country. Each group can decide how extensively it
would like to discuss each item in the handout. The discussion can include
comparisons of particular cultural aspects across the various countries. Each
group is expected to present the summary of their discussion to the large group.

Culture Shock

[If the above discussion is long, this part will be done in the next session.]
e V/atch a video called Cold Water - Intercultural Adjustment and Values Conflict

of Foreign Students and Scholars at an American University.
c Watch the part about the three stages of culture shock.
c Invite participants to share their thoughts about the video.

20
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Session Recording - Session 5

Date: June 15,2001 (Friday)
Time: 1:05 - 3:00 pm
Place: Group Room 1, Student Counselling and Career Centre

4T4University Centre
Present: 9 international students (4 female and 5 male)

6 Canadian guest members ( 3 female and 3 male)

Process
1. Introduction

e As planned.

2. How much do you know about the people of Canada?
o Since all Canadian guest members were interested in participating in this warm-

up activity, they were included in the discussion with international students.
. Generally, participants found this activity interesting. However, one Canadian

guest member questioned the validity of the answers of the statements. The
facilitator quoted the source of the statements, and responded that it was good to
question and explore about the validity of the answers.

" (A) Incorrect prediction of the statements made by all groups are as follows:
The average Canadian adult:
1. woman is 160 cm (5 feet 3 inches) tall
2. woman marries at23 years of age
3. man marries at 28 years of age
4. has a one-in-four chance of being a crime victim
5. is confident about his or her economic future
6. is an immigrant or first-generation Canadian
7. feels patriotic about Canada
(B)Correct prediction of the statements made by all groups are as follows:
1. has two children
2. shares housework equal with his or her spouse
3. drives about I hour to get to work
4. has ahigh-school education
5. participates in recycling programs at home or work
6. lives on a farm or in the country
7. votes in local and federal elections
8. tries to eat healthy food

c Interesting findings:
International students tended to think that Canadians feel confident about their
economic future. However, Canadian guest members thought that the average
Canadian feels uncomfortable about the economic situation in Canada.

3. Discuss a few aspects of culture in Canada and vour host countr]¡
c Participants were divided into three small groups as planned.
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e Interesting findings of six topics from small group and large group discussion are
as follows:

(A) Education system / Expected behavior in classroom / Amount and format of home
work or assignment / Role and relationship of teacher and student / Relationship with
authority

o Asian students spend long hours in school while Canadian students spend less.
o Asian students are expected to be very obedient to the teachers. Students

greet the teacher before class starts. Students are not allowed to intemrpt the
teacher's lecture, and they can ask questions only when the teacher gives
permission. Canadian students are allowed to eat and drink in class. They can
ask questions and express their ideas any time they like. When the facilitator
asked the Asian participants which classroom culture regarding classroom
behavior they preferred, most Asian participants preferred Canadian culture in
this respect. However, one comparatively older Chinese student thought that
Canadian students intemrpt the teacher's lecture too much or too often. This
Chinese student also thought that the students' ideas or questions may not be
valuable for the whole class. She disliked the fact that they took the time
away from the teacher's lecture.

(B) Role and relationship in family, dating and married couple, and parents and children.
[For example, what activities do people do in dating relationship?]

o Participants from Iran, Thailand, China and Sierra Leone stated that their people
would choose their parents over their romantic relationship if conflict arose.
However, Mexican and Canadian participants stated that the parents from their
countries would not interfere or get involved in their children's loving
relationships. They would accept their children's choice and live with it.

o One woman from Mainland China stated that people would choose their "lover"
over their family before marriage, but they choose family over lover after
marriage. fldeas need to be confirmed.]

(C) Comfort zone / physical space or distance / eye contact / touch
Eye contact:
c A male Canadian guest member stated that it is okay for him to have eye

contact with everyone. A female Canadian guest member in the same small
goup stated that she has more eye contact with females than with males.

e A Chinese male international student perceived that a Chinese female would
not have much eye contact with a male and she would look down instead. A
Chinese male would have eye contact with any one except a female about his
age and he would look down instead.

Hugging / Shaking hands:
o No matter whether male or female, Canadians tend to shake hands when they

meet for the first time. Female Canadians tend to hug each other more than
males do when they become friends. When female and male friends meet,
huggrng occurs when it is initiated by the female.
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o Chinese tend to shake hands when they first meet. One Chinese member
expressed that he did not feel comfortable with hugging when he first came.
Now he is more comfortable with it.

ø Two Mexicans stated that Latin culture is every expressive. people are very
expressive physically and emotionally.

o One African member stated that physical contact is the norm in his culfure.

Going out with opposite sex
o One male Canadian guest member stated that it is okay with him if a guy and

a grrl are spending time together even though they aie not in a relatlonship.
The other female Canadian guest member stated that she does not like it.

[Each small group díd not høve much time to discuss about the second part of exercise.J(D) Language
c One Mexican participant stated that Spanish is every expressive, and has

many words to describe feelings.

(E) Individualism and Collectivism
o Participants from Thailand, Iran and Mexico stated that their cultures are more

collective.
o canadians perceived that their culture is very individualistic.

(F) Time
o Canadian culture emphasizes punctuality more than Asian and African cultures.

Observation:
t The language barrier did not stop two Mexicøn participants from shøríng their

ideas freely. However, the language batíer seemed to have- a more neg(ttively
effect on AsÌans participønts.

e Some international students focused on Canadian speakers more when
communicating in small group discussions.
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Session Plan - Session 6

Objectives
e To enable participants to process their experiences in sessions 4 and 5 at a more

personal level.
o To educate participants about the process of their culture shock experience.

Process
1. lntroduction

o Discuss the agenda of this session with participants and ask for ideas and
suggestions.

o Invite members to give ideas on how to celebrate the last group session.

2. Review Session 4
e Share the summary of session 4 with the group.
o Invite members for reflections on the summary.
o Share with group members my thoughts on the session.
o Discuss what kind of friends or support systems they need at this moment.

3. Review Session 5
o Share the summary of session 5 with the group.
o Invite members for reflections on the summary.
o Discuss the difficulties/ challenges the participants experience as they live in a

different culture at this moment.
o Brainstorm some difficulties / challenges.
o Pick one or two difÍiculties the participants find the most challenging.o Discuss ways of coping.

4. Culfural Shock
o Watch a video called Cold Water - Intercultural Adiustment and Values Conflict

of Foreign students and scholars at an American university.
o Watch the part about the three stages of culture shock.
o Invite participants to share their reflections on the video.
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Session Recording - Session 6

Date: June 22, 2001 (Friday)
Time: 1:00-3:00pm
Place: Group Room 1, Student counselling and career centre

4T4University Centre
Present: 3 international students

Process
1. Introduction

o Shared what we are doing in the near future.
o wen I finish my summer course in earry August, I am going back toChinafor vßitfor 20 days. This will be tiefirst tìme I om'bo,"k and I am

very excíted about it. I miss thefood there.
o lfeel_I aJn wgsting my timg to rearn Engrßh onry here. I am thinking to go

to a high school here ønd take a subieit or nuo. or I may just go back toKorea. I got a job in Korea already.
o I will continue to my research.

o Discussed the agenda for today:- one member suggested free talking; one wasconcerned about what culture shock is and he ãlso wanted to talk more onindividualism and collectivism.

2. Review Session 4
o As planned.
o Discussion was as follows:

o Ifound it eøsy to makefrîends here but it is dfficult to make closefriends.o I have good friends ín my rlome country. ¿'i l w¡tt not stay he:re long, Idon't expect to make any close friends 
'here. 

I just want to'have someone
wltom I can practice my English wíth.

o People want to be friends with the people who share similarities withthem', N?y*, hostfamíry (an ord-taiv and her husbani¡ ir-*y 
"ror"friend' I don't have time to make other-fríends and I am táo busy. fThisparticipant has mentioned to the facilitatoi thut he does want to make some

more friends.]

o The facilitator asked, "what kind of friends are you looking for?,,o I would líke myfrtends to share ideas with me. Tháy tell me the truth;
they point out the mistakes I make and they tetl má th" gooà things I
do, so that I can improve myself,

o I have arready given up making friends here. I am not abre to
communicate well in English. No one would like to communicate wíth
someone who cannot communìcate well when they first meet. The
conversøtíon will finish in a short tíme. [The faciliiator pointed out
that he was communicating with us in English very welr.l 

Í --'

o I agree. B_ut some people may be interested in us or oui cultures, and
they may be willíng to take their time to communicøte with us.
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a
J.

4.

o Sometimes when we makefriends, we do not have to talk with them but
do some exercise or sports together.

o I went to a BBQfor international students. But I found out most were
immigrants who have been here long and they spoke Englßh too føst.I could not catch ít. [The facilitator invited others to give feedback to
this participant and we concluded that it takes times tJpractice and we
have to talk to someone who can adjust to our level of Ënglish.lo We then talked about what kinds of sports we like to do. We also shared what

we could offer to our friends. The one who said he had difficulty
communicating with others in English said that he knows Tae Kwon-Do and
he is teaching one Canadian this sport. He said he also knows squash and
bowling. Another member said she likes to share her information. The third
one said he is good at sharing ideas.

Review Session 5
o we ran out of time and did not have a chance to discuss this session.

Culture Shock
o 'We watched the video twice and the members did not understand the English.

The facilitator explained the video and wrote down some key terms and words on
the whiteboard while we watched the video for the second time.o The facilitator also linked up some ideas from the video with some experiences
the members had shared in the group and tried to help members understand the
ideas from the video.

o When the facilitator asked if the members had any unhappy experiences in their
lives, one member shared that he felt invisible in ã sociaf gáth".ing which was at
his host lady's daughter's place. He felt "embarrassed" beiaus" ,rã on" talked to
him, greeted him or asked him questions. He found that those people, especially
the host, were impolite. He said that it would not be like that ln his^culture
(Korean).

o The facilitator shared an experience when she had a problem with her computer.
When she phoned her Canadian close friend, her fiìend would syrnpathized or
empathized with her feelings but did not do much other than thát. 

^ 
When she

phoned her Chinese friend, her friend did not know how to fix the problem with
her computer and did not sympathize or empathize with the facilitator much but
this Chinese person called her other friends for help. one member who was
interested in discussing "Individualism and Collecti-vism" brought up the point
again. He perceived that Canadians are individualistic and they are not used to
asking their friends for help or offering their friends help. 

-Wh"n 
they have

problems, they may pay for professionals to fix their probløns. He thoujht that
people are fixed to this ideology as they learn it when they are yourri. tt i,
member thinks that if people are individualistic, they would not cirangã to be
collective.

we woutd celebrate the end of t
Members suggested outdoor activities or having a p1cnic..
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Finally, we decided to go to a cottage in the whiteshell for a day or two, and the
following options were discussed:

Date: July 1 (Sat), July 7 (Sat) or July 8 (Sun)
Cost: Transportation (around $10 to $20 - depending if we need to rent vehicles)
Food: Members are willing to prepare together.
Activities: Fishing / Frisbee / Canoeing

We will finalize the details in the next session.
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Session Plan - Session 7
Objectives

1. To encourage participants to talk freely about the evaluation of this group.
2. To give participants the opporlunity to discuss the details of a farewell activity.

Process
e Ask participants to fill out an evaluation form.
o Get participants to share their comments or opinions of the group to the whole group.
o Discuss the details of a farewell activity.

Session Recording - Session 7

Date: June 29, 2001 (Friday)
Time: 1:00 - 3:00 pm
Place: Group Room 1, Student Counselling and Career Centre

University Centre
Present: 5 international students came on time and discussed the evaluation of the group.
Another 4 came late and joined the discussion of the farewell activity.

Process
1. Each of the five international students filled out an evaluation form.
2. The facilitator encouraged participants to share their comments and opinions of the

group. All participants liked the idea of having Canadian guest members in the
group. They also liked each topic of the group sessions. They thought that the group
could help them make friends. One participant wished that the group had been a
closed group; that means the group had not accepted new members after the first
group session. This participant was frustrated about the membership and the
attendance. As new members joined the group at different sessions and the
participants had to reintroduce each other all over again, this participant considered it
wasted time for the group.

o fActually, the group \ryas a closed group. It was open until the second session
only. Participants felt it was not a closed group because the attendance
fluctuated. Some of the participants appeared to take turns showing up in the
group. The second reason was that different guest members joined for two of
the group sessions. The third reason was that one group member and one
guest member brought one friend to the gloup respectively.]

3. Summary of evaluation from 5 participants [The average attendance rate of these five
participant was 74o/o; these five participants attended the group for four to six
sessions.]

o Most helpful:
o I got to lcnow a lot of people.
o I got to lcnow a lot of peoplefrom dffirent countries.
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o I am more confident in speaking English.
o I realized that other internationøl students had similar problems as mine when

theyfirst came to Canada. So I seem to htow how to overcome those kinds of
problems.

o I became more familiar with the símilarities and dffirences of dffirent
cultures.

o I enjoyed sharing ideas with others.
o I understood Canadian cultures more and learned a lot from other people's

experiences.

o Dislike:
o Some members missed the group meetíng so ofien or came late. It wasted a

Iot of time introducing each other.
o Four respondents disliked nothing about the group.

o Comments / Suggestions
o Do more sessions outdoor, and it will be a lot offun.
o It was a good opportunity to htow other people and dffirent cultures.
o I love to share information with other group members.
o I would like to have Cønadian students in each group session.
o This kind of group is very helpful and useful þr internøtional students,

especially líke me. I would like to join this kind of group more often.
o It was good and useful to have Canadían guest members in our group.
o I like having small group discussion and share the summary of the discussion

to the large group.
o I would like to see similar groups organizedfor us in thefuture.
o I hope thøt the membership will be controlled next time; no new members

come every time.
o All will recommend this group to other international students.

c Have you attended a group before?
o One has attended a group beþre and the otherfour ltave noL

o Overall comment on a scale of 5
o The average is 4.2.

4. A Farewell activity
o We decided to go to a cottage at the Whiteshell for a weekend. The name of the

activity is called "Ovemight Getaway at the Whiteshell".
o We discussed the time, the cost and the distribution of work for the activity.
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